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ABSTRACT
The Influence of Age, Sex, and Co l ors on the
Number Recognition and Counting Abilities
of Preschool Children
by
Connie L . Jackson, Mas t er of Science

Utah State University, 1970
Major Professor: Dr. Carroll C. Lambert
Department: Family and Child Development
The effec ts of the chi ld's chronologica l age, his sex, and a
second concept of color were studied as they effec ted the counting
skills and number recognition abilities in preschool children.

The

research was conducted at th e Utah State University Child Development
Laborat ories with the subjects being three and fou r- year - old children
e nrolled at that time.

Each child was given counting and numb e r re-

cognition tasks involving cubes in sets of one co l or and also in sets
which involved two col ors.

It was found that as th e age of the child increased, his ability
to correctly count and lab e l sets of cubes also increased.

An inter-

est in g trend was found when the sex and th e age of the child were
considered togethe r.

Girls and boys responded differently t o the

counting and number recogniti on tasks.

At an ear lier age girls showed

a greater language facilit y with the numbers; on the o ther hand, boys
showed an earlier deve l opment in meaning of numbers.

vii

Th e smaller number s involved were easie r fo r the c hildr en t o
identify and seemed to hold much more meaning for them .

The introduc -

tion of the color v ariable influenced the ability of th e chi ld t o
cor re c tly lab e l the numb er of cubes; however, many of the chi ldren
did not menti on the pr esence of cubes of two co lors.
(141 pages)
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INTRODUCTION

Today ' s children are required to learn more t hings in a shorter
period of time than c hildre n of previous generatio ns .

The incr ease

in man ' s know l edge, a nation's s t rivings to improve her population ' s

intellectual l evel , and gr eat advances in the fiel d of cognitive psychology are a Ll factors which contribute to this present situation .
There is a n urgency to provi de children with better ways of functio ning
in this more demand ing intellectual environment .

The demands are no t

on l y on the chi ldr en who are actively involved in cognitive development,
but th e r e a re a ls o quite int e ns e demands being made on the a dults who
are fostering th e intell e ctual de v e l opment in our childr e n .
There has a l ways be e n concern for impr ov ing the minds and f utur es
of our children i hmvever, th ere has been a much more active interes t

in the last few decades.

The eme r gence of new the o ri es in the area of

cognitive psychology has focused the attention on the pr ocess of learn-

ing as wel l as on the end r es ult of the ch ild's efforts.

There has

been a growing a\vareness of th e grea t importance of e arly childhood

experiences on the deve l o ping child ' s int e llect .

Facts and quantit i es

of specific materials are st ill important compo nents of the educat i onal
process, but a new dime nsi on ha s been added .

This invo lves a mo re

ge ne ral experience appr oach whi ch begins early in the c hild' s life .
At least one current researcher theori zes that half of a c hild ' s
int el l ectual development has taken place by the time he is four ye ars
of age.

It is becoming evident that th e preschool years cannot be

dis co unt ed, but must be recognized as being vi tall y important in

inte llectual development.
The need for pr esc hool ed ucation is becoming evident.

Pres e ntly

there is cons id e rable v ariation in the kinds and qualities of programs

avai l ab l e for the young c hild.

However, th ere is als o a limit ed amount

of agreement among the authorities on what const itut es an ef f ec tive

pr e school pr og ram.

The se arch fo r better educa tional me th ods is real .

Impr ovemen t s are essentia l, and th e pr ograms which are intend ed t o
"incr ease th e i nt e llect" of presc hool childr e n should be founded on a
fi rme r bas i s than now ex i s ts.
A ba s ic ar e a of conc e rn in mo s t pr esc hoo l programs is that of

pr oviding firm f oundation s for lat e r i nt e ll ect ual deve l o pme nt thr ough
basic concept t eaching.

Cognitive psychologists have focused on the

need for more research in this ar e a and hav e po inted ou t new dir ec tions fo r r esearc hers to go.

On e of th e areas which needs exp l orati on

and whic h will be nefit th e prescho o l chi ld i s that of th e c hild's
concept i on of what numbers are, and what he c an do with them.

Childr en verbally ex press an int e rest in numbers e arl y in the ir
liv es ; howeve r, our pr ese nt system does very li ttle with fo rmally

t eac hing this sub j ect until th e child is ne arl y six years of a ge .
Piaget (1952) supports this lat er intr oducti on to numb er work on the
basis that a child has no true und e rstanding of numbers until he has
achieved the ability to conserve, that is, t o recognize that amounts

remain unch anged even though shape or form is al tered.
occurs when the child is s even or e ight ye ars of age.

This usually
Piage t (Flavell ,

1963) views th e process of numbe r concept deve lopment as one r e lying
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more on maturation than on exper ience and t e a c hing .

Piage t is con-

sidered t o be one of the more knowledgable me n in the area and muc h
of the present research is based on his findings or theor i es .

The r e

are some c urr e nt researchers who hav e strongly questi one d th e rigidity

of his stages and hav e prese nt ed some findings which indicate that
c hildr en can be taught some of the numb er c onc e pts earlier than Piage t
indi ca t es .

Others maintain that a child's ex periences do play a role

in the deve l opment of his number concepts .
Re s ea rch on numb e r concep t devel opment which is no t based o n
Piage t's cons e rvation principl e as it relates to the presc hoo l child

is very limit ed .

Mor e s pecifica ll y , r esear c h dealing with the child ' s

counting a bility and its s i gnificance in numbe r concept deve l o pme nt
is particularly spars e .

Th er e is a need for some res ea r c h attempting

to disco ve r what factor s might contribute to th e pr es choo l child ' s

understanding of numbers.

With thi s knowledge more suitable and bene-

ficial curriculums could be created for preschool children in th e area
of mathematics .

The child himse l f gives us many va luabl e clues indi ca ting that he
i s int eres t ed in, and l ear ning a bou t numbers at an e arl y a ge .
is a preva l ent ve rbal

indication

labels a part of his vocabulary.

Counting

that he is attempting to make number

He is interested and he does have

some ability t o benefit fr om experienc es inv ol ving numbers early in

his life .

He i s born into a world of ob j ects and verbal labels; parents

oft e n beg in earl y t o acquaint him with th ese kinds of th ings and preschoo l programs could a l so focus more in this area of s ubj ect matter.

There is interest and some abi lit y in the preschool c hild to deal
with numbers.

There are factors wi thin and o utside of the child which
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could possibly play major roles in the development of this concept.
Some of th ese factors mig ht be age, sex, and experience .

With the pr e-

school child these stand out as the most universal influenc es of early
development .

They are definite factors, but we do not know what their

full impact may be.
There is also a need t o have a better understanding of how best
to present and teach new concepts to preschool children .

Complex

situations seem to make learning of specific concepts more difficult.
Simple learning situations, focused on a precise problem, seem to be
more product ive .

Presentation of two concepts simultaneously t o a

chi ld has been thought of as confusing, demanding, and less valuable
than when one concept is pr e s en t ed singularly.

With the increased

demands on teachers and children in the present educational climate,
it is imperative that we discover wttat factors influence, positively

and negatively, the cognitive development of our children.

Statement of the Problem
This exploratory research will deal with the factors of the child's
age and sex in an attempt to assess what role they each play in the
development of number concepts in preschool c hildren.

It will also be

concer ned with what effect the introduction of two concepts--number
and co l or--has on the child ' s perceptions of what is pr ese nt ed .

This

research is an attempt to identify factors which affect the learning
and teaching of basic concepts of number to preschool children .
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Objectives
The main objective of this research is to explore a selected
aspect of chi ld ren's conceptual development of numbers.

There will be

an attempt to identify factors which may be present in the beg inning
stages of number concept development.

More specif ically, th e research

will focus on:
1.

A comparison of the number recognition abiliti es of three-

year-old children with four-year-old children .
2.

A compar ison of the counting abilities of the thr ee -year-old

c hildren with the fou r-year -old childr e n.
3.

A comparison of pr esc hool children ' s abilities t o correctly

identify specified numbers of ob jects when presented with all ob jects
being of one color as opposed to the same numbers of ob j ects being
presented in two colors.

4.

An investigation of which numbers preschool children are

best able t o correct l y identify and us e in counting at three years of
age and at four ye ars of age.
5.

An investigation of sex differences in co unting ability and

number recognition skil l at three years of age and at four years of
age.
Hy po theses
The research hypotheses for this inv es tiga tion are:
l.

As more objects are presented the difficulty of coun ting and

lab eling them correctly wil l increase.
2.

Preschool children will recognize and be abl e to correctly

labe l five objects better than the two larger numbers of objects
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or the smaller number of objects presented .
3.

Child r en in t he four - year - old group will make fewer errors

in the counting and iden t ification of numbers than will the children
in the three - year- o ld age gro up.
4.

The girls of both age gr ou ps will make fewer errors in

counting and number id en ti f i cation than will the boys of the same age
groups.
5.

Preschool children wil l make fewer errors in identifying

numbers of objects a ll of one co l or as compared with numbers of objects
presented in two co l ors .

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The main areas which are covered in this representative review
of lit erat ure are :

general concept development; number concept devel op -

ment; conservation; perception; enumeration; and the effects of color
on concept development.

Concept Development
The s pecific definitions of a concept are as varied as the number
of persons writing them .

Lyl e E . Bourne, Jr . gives this definiti on :

. . . a concept exists whenever two or more distinguishable objects or events have been grouped or classified together and set apart from other objects on the
basis of some common feature or property characteristic
of each.
(Bourne, 1966, p. 22)
The above definition describes the conditions surrounding a
concept which lead to the explanation of what the concept is.

A

very simple explanati on of a concept is also given by Bourne (1966,
p . 3) as he states:

"A concept is a category of things."

Concept development is a rather genera l phase of intellectual
growth ; the development of specific concepts deal with a rather wide
range of circumstances and processes.

It is not accomplished comp l etely

throug h i nterna l maturation or environmental facto rs.

As Bruner (1964,

p. 286) tells us, "Cognitive growth, then, is in a major way from the
outside in as well as from the inside out . 11

Therefore, as Piage t

(Flavell, 1963) tells us, the development of l ogica l notions is first
evide nced in overt activities and later is

internalized when the
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chi ld is ready to effect ive l y deal with the abstractn es s involved in
c onceptual thinking .

Kohlb e r g ( 1968) describes the cognitive-developmen-

tal theory of interaction:

ther e is an int e raction be tween the organism

and his e nvironment from which basic mental structures develop .

This

view does n ot whol ly support the idea of innate developmental patt e rns,
nor does it comp letely rely on the s timulus-response patt er ns involving
the out e r or ex ternal experiences of the organism .

Heredity and e n-

vironment both play their par t.
Concepts do ex ist and are constantly de v e l oping, but what is
actu a lly involved in concept dev e lopment ?
First of a ll, conc e pts do not come into exis-

tence sudd en l y and spontaneous l y.

Although the basi s

for a concept may exist in the e nvironme nt, in the

form of things which illustrat e it, and although the
organism may have the intellectual capaci ty t o "und ersta nd11 the concept, some l ea rning process has to take
plac e be fore the concept exis t s for the organ ism.
Most concepts, if not all, are ac quir ed .
(B o urne,

1966, pp . 2-3)
We are const antly acquiring new conc ep ts and striving t o do so

because a s Bourne (1966, p . 2) indicated:

''C oncep ts code things into

a smaller number of categories and thus simplify the environment t o

some degree ."

For the yo ung child just beginning to try to organize

his world and learn to functi on effectively in it, concept developme nt
is a continuous process.

Bourne (1966, pp . 13-15) has dist inguished

thr ee impor tant aspects in the devel o pment of a concept; the first is
th at of pe rce ptual l earning which involves the senses and general
f ee ling s about the world.

In order to differentiate between all of

the se the child must th en learn t o labe l s pecific ally and identify the
attritube s of the experience or obj ec t.

After labeling is accomplished
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and discrimination abilities incre ase the child is the n r e ad y to
utiliz e the pe rceptual cues and the unique known attribute s in identi -

fying the concept or object .
Irving Sigel specifies the role of concepts .
. . concepts serve as crucia l links between the
environme nt and the individual. They are intellectual
tools tha t man uses in organizing his environment and
attacking his problems. When man emplo ys concepts, he
thinks in terms of symbols and classes . When he orders
dive rs i ty into classes or categories, he begins t o
reduce ambiguity and impr ecis i on . (Sige l, 19 64, p. 209)
The ab ove exp lanation is charac teristic of the more American view

o f concepts.

Piaget is a French cognitive psychologist and differs

somewhat in his definition of a concept.

Earl B. Hunt points out a

diffe r ence between this type of defi niti on and Piaget's.
He uses the term concept within this system. But
he appears to mean something quit e differ e nt from the
meaning implied by the s tudies of concept l earn ing in
Ame rican experimental psychology. For Piaget, a "concep t "
is an explanatory rule, or law, by which a relation
between two or more ev e nts may be described. (Hunt,
1962, pp. 7-8)

A conce pt to Piaget indicates that logical th ought process e s are
e merg ing within the child which allows this chi ld to fr ee hims elf f r om
completely perceptual impressions and begin t o take on mor e adult modes
of thinking .

This involves l ess egocen tric thought and an ability to

reconstruct absent objects or to use his memory .

The child can ex-

periment in his mind withou t manipulating concrete objects; he is

further able to consider things from a point or view o t her than his
past egocentric view.

The child also begins to perceive relations

which exis t between objects or processes (Baldwin, 1955) .
Bas ed on his theory and experimentation Piaget has set up distinct
phases of conceptua l development which a child passes through during
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his ear l y yea r s of life and continue s on thr ough t he midd l e c;d l dh ood

years .

Sige l (1964) describes these phases as follows.

phase is that of the sensory-motor period .
two yea rs of life .

The first

This invo l ves the first

The child is primari l y a reflexive organism at

birth and his task during this period is t o learn t o coordinate and
perceive his a c tion s with those of his en vir o nment.

He begins t o

interact with his environment and develops the idea th at he is a
s e parate be ing from his surr oundings and that he is capabl e of ac ting
on his environment .

Learning about his e nvi ronment and it s properties

consume most of the time of the child during this fi r st phase.
The second phase is that o f preoperationa l thought and extends
from age two through age seven .

The preoperational phase involves the

years from age two thr ough age fo ur.

His capacity for symbolic ac-

tivity deve l o ps during this earlier ph ase of the second int ellect ual
pe riod of his life .
very egocentric.

His th ought i s not mature, but r a th er it i s still

His perc e ptions are very i mpor t ant and hi s concerns

with the world involve one characteristic a t a tim e.

at face valu e a nd v i ewed pe rce ptuall y.

Things are t ake n

The second phase within the

pr eo pe ration a l stage encompasses the years from fo ur to seven and is
l abeled as the intuitive phase .

This i s a transit ional phas e from the

egocentric and pe rceptual views o f th e world t o a more mature form of
thinking which involves some symbolic f uncti oni ng .

There is still

egocentric tho ught and perceptual thinking but it is not as influential;
his more ma ture ways of thinking involve thinking in classes, seeing
relationships and an abilit y to begin to work with number conce pts.
Hi s c at egorizat i on is s till based on one char acter istic at a time , but

ll

the child is abl e to recogniz e more than one basis of simil ari t y for
organ iz ation .
Concrete operations e xtend from seven t o e l even years of age in

the child.

Logic begins to e me rge thr ough reasoning processes.

His

ca pabiliti es now include an abi lit y t o r e ve rse, class i fy, and seriat e .
An awarene ss of conservation is important in this phase.

This is an

understanding that even though ord er , shape, or some other characte ristic of arrangeme nt changes the amount does no t change .

An ability

to r ecogniz e this involves a much smaller amount of perc e ptual concern.

The organization of the child ' s world is now much more stable and
coherent as he beg ins to categorize obj ec ts much more l ogical l y and
to also make us e of the conceptual frameworks he has acquired .
The f in a l period i s that of for mal o perations .

The children who

are inv o lve d in this phas e rang e in ag e from e leven to fif t een years .

This is whe r e true l ogic emerges and th e child begins t o think abstract l y and to concep tua liz e .

His int e ll ec tual skil l s increas e

great l y and the child ' s thought proc es s es now approximate thos e of
a dults.

This is the culmina tion of Piage t's deve lopment a l pha ses of

int e llectua l deve l opment.
Conce pt deve lopment is a l ong and involved process of thou ght.
The deve lopme nt of specific concepts follows the same general pattern
of deve l opmen t; however, depending upon th e complexi t y of the concept
and the th eory one i s s tud ying the age and s t age factors ar e varied.
The above explanation of Piage t ' s stages of intellectual deve l opmen t
is one that has gained wide acceptance on a general plane.

There

is cri ticism of the rigidit y and sequence - bound stages of Piaget.
However , most of the r esearc h in this area substanti at es the existence

of these phases .
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Number Concept Development
As has been indicated there is presently a great deal of interest
in and em phasis placed on cognitive gr owth.

With this emphasis has

come a consi de r ab l e amount of research dealing with children's mental
processes .

Piaget stands out as a very prominent figure in this fie l d .

He has prov ided a great deal of usef ul information t o those concerned
with the intellectual processes of children.
Piaget (Flave ll , 1963 ) cons id ers number concept development as
being far mor e comp lex than the verbal us e of numbers.

Hi s theor y

emphasizes the child's readiness to learn about numbers--not his
achievement .

Piaget (1952, p. vii i) states his hypothesis as:

"Our hypothesis

is that the constructi on of number goes hand-in-hand with the development of logic, and that a pre - numerical period corresponds to the prelogical level."
gr oup .

This stage encompases the two to four - year-old age

The child is egocen t ric and tends to judge things as they

appear to him with no co nsider ati on for any other fac t ors which mi gh t
enter int o the situation.

At thi s age he is beginning t o also recognize

cause s and effe ct s ; however, the s e ar e not yet l ogica l interpreta tions .

They are based very much on the child's perce ptions.

Previously the

child has achieved a sense of obj e ct pe rmanenc e and a sense of self;
he realizes that he is a separat e be ing and that he has the powe r to
effe ct changes in his environment.

The se concepts usually develo p by

the second birthday and found in th em are some of the beginn i ngs of
logical thought.

The child must have these ide as we ll in mind before

he can move on to the next steps of grouping objects and of being able
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to recognize the wh o le, its parts and the relationships between them .

David Elkind (1964, p . 288) t ells of the importance Piaget places
on the understanding of the self :

"Accor ding to Piaget ' s psychology,

co nce ptu a lizing ability derives from the int e rnalizati on of the child ' s
own actions ; s tages in the development of particular concepti ons reveal
the sequence of this internalization."

He further discuss es the c hild' s

experiences e arl y in lif e in dea lin g with r e cognizing that th e r e are

pa rts to a whol e .

He cit es the exampl e of an infant being unable to

recognize that the nipple of his bottle is still a part of the bottle
when i t is turned around and the bottom faces the child.

Small ex peri-

ences of this type face the child continually and through them he
beg in s to recognize the relationships that exi st about him.

Actually

one must not begin with the preconc e ptual s ta ge in looking for th ought
patterns and expe rienc es which are vital t o the development of logic
and concep t s, but rather the be g inning is in the sensori-motor phase .

In summary one might assert that a child must (l) dis cove r a
sense of separat enes s or self, (2) recognize o bje c t perman ence, (3)
begin to form the idea of the exi stence of relationships and recogniz e
th em in his e nvir onment, and (4) use his pe rceptions as a means of

judging and recognizing the whol e as being composed of parts.

These

are the fundamental developmental tasks of the child under ab out four
years of age and they form the first important foundations for cog ni tive processes.

Once these are l a id the child moves on to highe r and

more complex proc es ses.

Piaget (1952, p. 243) says:
of class and asymmetrical relation."

. . number seems to be the synthesis
Class is interpreted as meaning
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classification and the asymmetrical relations invo l ve seriation.
c l ass and seriation begin t o develop one

are also forming .

m ~g ht

When

say that numbe r concepts

Pi aget (1952) v i ews these developments as comple-

mentary and developing t oge ther, on l y in different dir ectio ns.
perceives a very strong relations hip to exis t.

He

Piaget (Almy, Chi tt enden,

and Mi ll e r, 1966) rec ognizes their importance t o numb e r concep t development on t he basis th at one must be able to classify or to combine objects
on the basis of sameness and t o a l so seriate or order on th e basis of

differences.

These are ba sic t o und ers t a nding th e r e lati onships which

exis t in numb ers .

Elkind (1964) feels that co nceptualizati on is derived from the
ch ild' s understandings and internalization of gro uping, orderi ng , and

counting ac tions.

Weav e r (1967) agrees that classificat i on and

categorization ar e "high l y relevant" in the development of mathematical
concepts .

Dodwell (1960 ) further elabo r a t es on the neces sar y condition s
for th e development of numbe r conce pt s .
Specifica ll y, operations which a re necessary
conditi ons of an understanding of numbers are, acc ording to Piaget, the ability t o dea l with the eq uivalence of ca rdinal cl asses in t erms of one - to - one co rr es pondence, and the ability t o deal with transitive r elations such as "greater than" and 11 l ess than ." (Dodwe ll,
1960, p. 193)

He further indica t es that th e c hild ne eds to be able t o make judgmen t s
about perceived patterns and not have th em unduly influe nc e him.

The

c hild must a l so be abl e t o ser iat e and classify objects on th e basis
of a specific attribute .
the series is required.

An und e r s tanding of relative posi tions in
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Elkind (1964) points out another aspect of importance in number
concept development.

This is the need to understand reversibility and

t o recognize the need for reversibility of thought when the child con siders the whole and th e parts as well as inclusion of elements in more
than one c lass.
Conservation and counting ability also play important parts in the
understanding of number concepts.

Maier, in describing Piaget's theory

of cognitive development, brings up an interesting thought:
Although it may seem self-evident, it is
impor tant to state that a child o f preschool age
may know how to count, even though he has no con-

cept of numbers.

A year or so later, he usually

acquires a concept of numbers regardless of his

capability in counting.

(Maier, 1965, p. 119)

Piaget stresses the importanc e o f development of the nation of censer-

vation here , and feels that once this is devel o ped within the child,
then counting will come.

Halasa (1967, p. 26078) did a study which involved disadvantaged
c hildren and found that, "Und e rstanding of relational quantity terms

and rote counting ability were not totally sufficient for judgment of
eq uivalence.

However, Ss 1Subject~7 who could judge equivalence showed

a better understanding of r e lati onal quantity terms and more developed
r ote counting ability . ''

This does not disagree with Piaget's state-

ment, but it does point out that a role is played by counting abilities
in judging amounts.
Wohlwill and Lowe tie counting experiences into the development
of conservation in this way:
as a child obtains increasing experience

in counting numeral collections of different types
and in different arrangements, he gradually learns
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that alterations in the perce ptual dimensions
of a set do not change its number, i . e . , that th e
same number is obtained fro~ting the set

after as before such a change.

Accordingly, systema -

tic reinforced practice in counting rows of elements

prior to and subsequent t o changes in the length of
the rows should promote conservation . (Wohlwill and
Lowe, 1962, p . 32)
Kohlberg (1968, p. 1037) also acknowledged the role of coun ting,
but he considers it as being a "prerequisite to arithmetic operations ."

Koh lberg (1968, p . 1036) feels that Piaget is correct in his natural
development sequence and in Piaget 1 s "str ess on understanding rather

than the rote learning of habits."
Verbalization and teachin g of some aspects is also a factor to

consider in number concept development .

Mermelstein (1965) studied

the numb er concept development of children who had n ot had formal
schooling.

His findings were that on the non-ve rbal tasks th e re was

no effect from lack of formal schoo ling.

The presence or absence of

language is a r e levant variable when considering the role of schooling
in number concept development.

The findings were that more of th ese

children pass ed the non-verbal tasks than passed the ve rbal tasks;
however, schooling did not effect the sequence of the stages or the
general ages for number concept developme nt.

This would tend to support

Piaget ' s theory of the internal development process involved.
Lovell (1961, p. 29) tells the reader, "

. for Piaget the con -

cept of number is not based on images or on mere ability to use symbols

verbally, but on the formation and systematizat i on in the mind of two
operations:

c la ssification and seriation."

The child first overtly

evidences his mathematical abilities in his activities; then they late r

take on co nceptual char acteristics.

They have then been internalized
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and definite patterns are emerg ing.

Before this internaliz a tion can

Lake pl ace the child must form concr ete class ifications through com parisons and fo rming rel a tionship s .

The ch ild must be able to under-

stand the co ncrete before he can move to the abstr act wh i c h encompas ses

logical operatio ns.

Piaget fee ls that the even tual conception of number

is bui lt on these simple lo gical proc esses which begin earl y .

The child

goes thr ough a great deal of trial and error behavior; however, this is
very important in his eventuaL coo rdination of relations and f ormation

of definite patterns .
Zimiles (1963, p. 695) refers t o thi s process as one of continu ous
development which unfolds in a continuous manner.

It is a process of

c ulminative experiences, not specific ind ividual ones .

Piage t tends

t o discount th e role of experiences on the deve l o pment of l og i cal
thought or of specific conce p t development.

He summarizes his views

on th e e volvement of the concept of numbers in the foll owing way :

It is a great mistake to suppose that a child
acquires the notion of number and other mathemat i cal
concepts ju s t f rom teaching. On th e c ontrary, to a
r emarka ble degree he develops them himse l f, indepe nden tl y a nd spontaneously. When adults tr y to impose
mathematical co nc e pt s on th e child pr ema ture l y , his
l ea rning is mere l y verbal; true und e rstanding of them
comes on l y with his mental grow th. (P iage t, 1953,
p. 74)
Some other experiments (Wohlwill, 1960) on the sequenc e of number
conc ept d evelopment tasks ha s shmm that the mastery of the tasks is
no t rel at ed to or due t o l ear nin g tasks or e xperiences in school.

Some children who could count and work with numbers were unable t o
pass some very low level tasks cons idered important t o l ogica l think ing .

Success on some of the higher tasks is def initely relat ed to age

(the ol der chi ldr en are, th e bet t e r they perform).

However, in the
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beginning stages of number concept development and until processes

were established there were no sex differences found in the development
of these concepts (Dodwell, 19 62; El kind, 1964).
Love ll explains what Piaget and others feel to be the significant
aspect of number concept development:
In short, children must gra sp the principle of
conservation of quantity before they can develop
the concept of number . Now conservation of quantity
of course is not in itself a numerical notion; rather,

it is a logical concept.

(Lovell, 1961, pp. 305-306)

Piaget formulated the stages of conservation development which are
discussed in another section of this review.

Wohlwill (1960) has also fonnu-

lated three major stages in the evolution of number concept development
which pattern after Piaget ' s original stages .

The first part of the

stage is the "wh o lly perceptual approach, " the second part he calls a
conceptual approach to individual members, and the final part is a
conceptualization of the relationships among individual members.

This

organization preceded from perceptions of individuals to relationships
among them .

During this period which involves the child from four to seven
years of age di scrimination, seria tion, and numeration become important.

Piaget (1952) found that children could discriminate (usually between
largest and smallest) when they were four years of age; seriation and
numeration came later at six to seven years of age.

It is interesting

to note that the development was almost yearly in the sequence of the
three stages .

On seriation and numeration the four -year-old child was

very limited in correc t responses, the five - year-o ld was begi nning to
evidence some understandings under certain conditions (especially that

of being able to look at the objects and to know that they were
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unchanged) and then the six to seven-year-old child becomes very adept
at making correct responses.

Elkind (1964) reports his findings on the stages to agree very
c l osely with Piaget ' s.

He explains his stages in some detail:

Stage I (age 4 years)--general impressi on of series; whole
and parts undifferentiated; perceptual impressions; when some-

thing is destroyed he no longer beli ves in its existence; ge nerall y
has correct individual size relations; inability to order pairs
of relations; and problems in forming mental representations and
coordinating relations.

Stage II (age 5 years)--trial and error behavior; very
important; begins coordinat i on of re lati ons; concept of the whole
being made up parts; cannot insert a second series into one

already intact.
Stage III (age 6-7 years)--ordering internalized and opera tional; combines perception and mental attitudes; can seriate in
both direct ions with few errors; and can add mo r e to a series
when it is "com plete."

He also pr ese nts his stages of numeration

in the same manner.

Terada (1967) did research with the mentally retarded child's
number conc ept development and fo und that they develop more slowly
than those of the normal child; also it was found that the retarded
child is dominated more by perceptual judgments than i s the normal child.
The Japa nese researcher fee l s that parents, early teaching of th e
child in the home, exper i ences with numbe r s an d e ducati on are very
important Ln the deve lopment of number concepts.

There is a tendency
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for these researchers to criticize wha t they call the "ove rempha sis
on Piaget ."

They also make an im portant point o n what number concepts

ac t.ually involve .

Final l y, Lhey indicate that the essential characterisLic of the number concept is not the abstraction
of numerical cues, but the aware ness of the correspondence between numerical operation s and the oper ati on o£
relalionships between concrete objects.
(Fujinaga,
Hisataka, and Hosoya, 1964, p. 21)
Another researcher who is not so affirmative of Piaget 1 s theory

and stages is Betsy Estes.

Her work of 1956 did not support the stages

of Piaget; s he found no stages in numbe r concept development at all .
There was a negative note in her research.

Many ot he r writers who

have reviewed the literature in this area indicate that t hese r esults

may be du e to her methods or pr ocedur es which a r e questioned.

Other

researchers do find slight di scre panci es; however, this is t he on l y
one the author encountered who was able to completely disprove Piaget's
stages .

DodwelL does not feel that the stages are as rigid as Piaget
reports them t o be.

Dodwe ll (1961) feels th at the experiences of the

c hild may have an effect on the ra t e in which t he number concepts
deyelop .

This researcher as well as others have not disc overed any

sex differences in this area of cognitive deve l o pment; it is also

important to n ote that some age diff er ences and some intellige nce
differences have been found .

The o ld er and more intelligent the child

is t he more rapid and complete his conservation and logical thinking
deve lopm e nt is.
Braine (1964) has fou nd that the ages Piaget sets up for e nt ering
the developmen t al sequences are about two years slow for hi s sample .
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There are indications from other research reports that the age ranges

ar e a littl e high for accomplishment of these ta sks .
Pe ters (1967) summarizes Pia ge t' s stages as:

Stage I --rough

f i gural representations or approximations, a g l obal appr oach; Stage
II--the est ablishment of one-to - one correspondence and equality; and
Stage III --understanding of equality aft er vis ual destructi on of ob ject
or objects .
Deese te lls the read er that:
Numbe rs are difficult t o attain bec ause the
i n stances of them are embod ied in concre t e objects
rather than being c onc r e te o bjects thems e lves. Thus,
the concept of "two" might be exemplified by two
spoons or two rabbits. (Deese, 1958, p . 293)
It i s very abstract, ye t it c an be "embodied " in s ome thing which
is very concrete, yet variabl e .

Ann Br avo (1965) wrote an article discussing the number exper i e nces
of ea rly c hi ldhood which are invo l ved in lat e r ar ithmetic t eaching or
l e arning .

The discussion of the many event s and objects concerned with

numb e rs which a chi ld enco unt e r s in one hour a r e fasc inating .

(Bravo, 1965, p. 58) the n tells he r r eader :

Sh e

" Children who have been

a l er t ed t o th e number experiences they are having will soon be able t o
understand th em , verbalize th em , demonstrate them, enjoy th e m, build

on them, and finally use them abstractly with ease. "

Teachers must

plan for this.

Conserv ation

Love ll t e lls us that:
. . the child comes t o realiz e , as a result of
age and experience, that the amount of milk in a cup,
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the quantity of sand in a pit, th e lump of
plasticine that he sees on the tabl e remains the
same, at least for very short periods, if nothing
is added or taken away, and if the substance is

not disturbed in any way.

(Lovell, 1961, p. 291)

Very early the child realizes constancy , but Piaget maintains

that a child usually does not appear to understand the concept that
the quantity is the same when the shape or spatial arrangement has
changed until about seven or e ight years of age.

Before this age the

child is largely influenced by his perceptions of the object and he
only is able to consider one aspect or dimension at a time.

The ability to recognize that although a change has occurred on
one dimension of an object it otherwise remains constant, is referred

t o as conservation .
it:

11

Almy, Chittenden and Miller (1966, p. 23) explain

Cru cia l to the child ' s mathematical understanding and indeed to all

his rational activity , in the view of Piaget, is his grasp of the principle

of conservation, an awareness of whatever remains the same when something

changes ."

Gruen (1965, p. 963) r emarks:

"C onserv ati on refers t o the

realization that a particular dimension of an objec t may remain
invariant und e r changes in other irrelevant dimensions ."

An example of this is pouring a liquid from a tall thin container
to one that is short and wide or just the opposite from the first one.
Although a young child may observe th e activity of pouring, he may
maintain that there was more in the tall thin con tain er than now is
in the short wide one.

testing.

This is one of the early tasks in conservation

One can readily recognize the part that perception plays in

this type of response.

Other examples are found in making a

11

pancake"

or a " sausage" from a ball of c lay and then asking which is th e largest
or which is the smallest o r are they the same.

Having items in one-to - one
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correspo ndence and then spacing one group wider than the ot her also

cr eates perceptua l di ffe r e nces for the younger chi ld or the one who
i s considered unab le to co nserve .

Roeper and Sigel (1966, p . 341) t e ll us that a chi ld must recogniz e
that a n ob j ect may have more than one classification and keep this in
mind when observ ing th e ob ject c hange forms . "I n other word s, the
child must draw hi s conclusions according to cert ain orderly laws that
he has become aware of, and he must not l e t visual evidence overrule
his judgme nt . "

Ba rbara Rothenberg (1969) has an inte r es tin g comment on conservation.

She feels that in acquiring an und ers t a nding of conservation the

child must consider the diffe r enc e s be twee n r ea lity and a ppea ranc e s.
Trust in self and r eason ing a r e important aspects in th e de v e l o pm ent

of conse rva tion.

In an artic l e by Wallach, Wall, and Anderson (1967)

they discuss the need fo r th e child to recognize logical pr ocesses
suc h as irreversibility and to also begin t o distinguish be twee n appropriate and inappropriate c ues and the n t o r es pond only t o the appropriate cues regardless of what he perceives.

Piaget (1952) maintains that conservation is an int e rnal proc e ss
placing things in relationship .

On the other hand Wallach and Sprott

(1965, p . 1057) have another point of view:

" Current learning theories

would suggest as the most likely poss ibiliti e s that cons ervation is
l earning from direc t observa ti on o r social reinforcement . 11

Eve n tho ugh Piaget maintain s that conservation is an interna l

process it is not en tir e ly matur a tional as Elkind (1961, p . 18) now
indicates :

"In Piaget's theo ry, therefore, th e discovery of conservation
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is limited both by the maturational level of the subject and by the
prope rties of the object and in this sense it is both a nature and
nurture th eory .••

As Roeper and Sigel (1966, p. 341) indicate, "Piaget also notes
that conservation occurs at diff eren t times in different areas. 11

This is in agreement with what Elkind had to say when he commented
on the properties of the object influencing the development of conservation.

Some cu rr ent research has hypothesized that Piaget's principle of
reversibility might be an important factor in the development of conservation .

lo/allach and Sprott (1965, p. 1058) tell us:

"The recogni-

tion that changes in form or arrangement are reversible may play a

critica l r ole in the realization that they do not imp l y changes in
amount or number. 11

In other words, when something changes, it may be

returned to its original form once again.
this .

Clay is a good example of

As well as returning to the original shape the amount also

remains unchanged.

This application of the process of reversibility

may not be the only one .

It could also apply to a child's being able

to do number tasks, that is, when he is still wo rking in the trial-ande rror stage and a mistake is mad e in some task he is able to return
to his starting poi nt with none of the fac t ors c hanging.

It is con -

sidered to be a part of the de ductive process of reasoning and allows

us to perform many tasks mentally.

Wallach and Sprott (1965) r emark

that some children are observed to appear as if they still "se e" the
former and th ey have an expectation that things will r e turn to this
former state.

There appears to be a recognition that the invers e
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o peration will make th e original reappear .
There has been some question as to whethe r thi s proc ess o f conser-

vation appears or is developed and whether it applies t o all s itua tio ns .
Piage t fee ls that it holds in all situations on ce it is attained, whil e
Love ll (1961, p. 295) tells the reader that:

'' It seems rather, that

the concept is app licabl e only in highly specific situati ons at f ir s t,
and that it increas e s in depth and compl exity with experience and
maturation ."

However, regardless of whe the r it is a n al l o r none

thing, it must be remembered that it i s an es sential st e p in th e con -

ce ptualization process and it forms the basic framework for lat e r numbe r
rea son ing .

Zimiles (1963) t el ls the reader that before conservation deve l ops
there is a concept of quantit y which is already in existenc e .

This

co ncep t is based on a c hild's perception of such things as l e ng th,
de nsity, height, or wei ght.

In the young child th ere are many dime n-

sions t o this co nce pt and as the child matures the concept becomes mor e

clear and pr ecise .

The c hild 's concept of quantity is definitely not

adult-like in its beginning stages.

He f urthe r gives an examp l e of

how adult s still try t o play on o ther adult ' s pe rceptions to c r e ate
illusions of grea t er quantit y.

For in stance , th e glasses in restaurants

sometimes are very thi ck, especially in the botto ms to give the illus ion of a l arger quantity of liquid being in the glass .
David Elkind (1967) has r ece ntly done some work on conserva tion
to show that it has t wo distinct forms.
(2) eq uivalence.

They are (1) identity, a nd

Elkind feels that Piaget fai l s to make a distinction

between them and that he interpr e ts one t ype (identity) when in his ta sk
he is assessing the other (equivale nce).

A more concrete examp l e is
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as fo ll ows :

g iv e n a standard co nservatio n pr oble m in volv ing a ball of

c l ay and the n making a panc ake from it, th e subjec t never compares the
bal l of c la y with the pancake directly.

The experime nte r in fe r s that

t he c hild is making a resp ons e o f identity c onservation.

Howe ve r ,

g l ve n two balls o f clay, one is made into a pancake whil e the o ther
one remains constant and the subject then may make comparis on; there
is th en no infe re nce necessary from the experime nter.
c l earl y c onse rva tion of equival enc e .

Th e r es pons e was

Elkind summariz e s hi s theo r y:

To summar i ze, the conservation problem can be said
to assess two types of conservation: equivalence and
i dentity. The conservation of i dent i ty, however, must
always be inferred from the child ' s response, whereas

the conservation of equivalence is refl ected directly
in the child ' s judgments. Cons equently, the conservation of identity would seem to be a nece ssary but not
a sufficient condition for the attainme nt of equivalen ce
conservation. The latter form of conservation wou l d
seem to r e quire, in addition, the utilization of immed iat e past experience in the form of a de ductive argu-

me nt.

(Elkind, 1967, p. 17)

Elkind f ee l s that Piaget de als mainl y with identity conservation
a nd fa il s t o expl a in how the c hildren made equivalence jud gments.

He

does dea l wi t h how they make id e ntity judgments between past and prese nt co nditio ns.

Anothe r ar e a he feels Piaget is weak in involving

co nse rvation is that he re lies on verbal responses from the subjects

for t he ir explanation of how they arrived at their dec i sion .

He main-

t a in s t hat Piage t gets three type s of verbal exp l anations, and they
are as follows:
l . Nothing has been added or taken away so i t
is the same (ident i ty) ;
2. If you make i t l ike i t was before it will
be t he same (revers i bility);
3.

What was lost in on e way was gained in

another (equation of differ e nces or compe nsation) .
( Elkind, 1967, p. 20)
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There are many forms of identity--not e quivalence- - conservation

responses.

The ch ild is able to explain how he arrived at his soluti on

to the problem, but he cannot ex plain the psychological pr ocesses involved.
11

lf the c hild neve r saw the transformation and merely saw the

beforc 11 and

~ervation~

11

a[L e r 11 results he would never arrive at equivalence con -

These tw o forms in isola ti on and not shown t.;rith the process

involved create illusions for the child .
hi~

The child must al so r e l y on

past experiences and dedu ction to attain equivalence conservation .

It is fe lt that identity cons e rvation precedes e quivalence conserva-

tion a nd that th ey do not emerge simultane ously.

In the process of

acquir ing these two types of conservation th e re appears to be a conf li ct between perceptions and operations.

Wh en the ope rati ona l becomes

stronger than the pe rc e ptual the conflict is reso l ved and logic becomes
stronger and il lu s ions l ess promin e nt.

Piaget has formulated thre e basic stages on e must go through to
aLrain conse r vation .

There has been considerable agreement on t he exis-

tence of the s tages (Dodwell, 1960, 1961 ; Elkind, 1961; Wohlwill, 19 60;
H<>••d, 1962; Almy, Chittenden, and Miller, 1966) .

Recently Stommel

( 19 66) did research with first grade children concerning conservation
and number concep t deve lopment; he found that there were few sex

dlfferences but big individual differences to be found.
Piaget's s tages .

He confirmed

Frances Benson (1967) found some deviant patterns

bur general l y he r results confirme d Piaget ' s stages .
number concep t deve lopment in firs t grade children .

Her work was with
Hala sa (1967)

considered the attainment of conserva ti on in disadvantaged children ;

the findings of this res earch s uppor t ed Piaget ' s general theory;
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however, there was more overlapping of stages than Piaget indicated .

Hans Furth in 1964 did research in th e area of conservation in deaf
children .

His results tended to support the idea that language plays

a big role in the development of conservation .

He explains Piaget's

view on the role of language in the development of conservation.
While it is true that Piaget frequently uses
verbal behavior as a criterion of intellectual
functioning, he pos tu la t es no necessary connection
between language and thinking . For Piaget, the
advanced stages of l ogical development have their
orjgins in non-verbal sensory-motor and imitative
behavior . (F urth, 1964, p. 143)
It is his contention that Piaget does not give enough credit to
the rol e of language in conservation development and he furt her sites

the diff erence he found in the development of conservation in deaf
chi ld ren with that of hearing children.

He found at l east a one and

one-half year's differenc e with the deaf child being this much s lower
in his development of this logical thinking.
Etuk (1967) did a doctoral study comparing Piaget ' s the ory with
the r es ults that were found with children from Nigeria .
genera lly upheld Piaget ' s theory and results.

The results

There were slight dif-

ferences noted between the sexes, and between the achievement and the

type of home (modern or traditional) that the c hild came from .
1966 Quick did a study with mentally retarded subjec t s .

In

His res ul ts

indicated the same general trend of development in the sequences, but
there was a slower rate of development among the retarded than among
the "normal" group .

There is a great deal of evidence to substantiate

the stages and processes of intellect ual development which Piaget
has formula ted.
His stages can be briefly defined as:
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l.

Absence of conservation

2.

In termediary reac tions

3.

Necessary conservation

What each stage entails is quit e evident.
chi ld of about four years of age .

He begins with the

His performance on the conservation

tasks usually place him in the first category of no conservation

ab ilities .

The children involved in the middle stage are genera ll y

from four t o seven years of age and are beginning to show evidence of
the process and are able to conserve in some situations.

The chi ldren

in the third stage are usually about seven years of age and they are
placed here after they have attained conservation and logical thought
processes .

. Wohlwill (1960) describes the stages a little different; however,
the content and pattern of the st ages is the same.
the initial stage .

His first stage is

It is a preconceptual stage and the responses of

the children involved in this stage are mostly based on perceptions .
The next stage he lab e ls as the intermediary stage .

reduced and some logic is evidencing i t self.

Pe rc ep tions are

The final stage involves

superordinat e str uctures, abs tract thinking and the emergence of number
relations .

The second stag e is transitional.

Sometimes it is of littl e

importance while other times it plays a significant r o l e and is very

revealing in the process of concept development.

Oodw ell (1962) es -

pecially believes that while Piaget is correct in his descriptions of
the stages, he is trying t o make others believe that the se stages
exist neatly and rigidly, and in reality he is too idealistic.
just do not exist as neatly and ri gi dl y as he proposes them.

They
Lovell and

Ogilvie (1960, p. 27) state, ''But the stages are not clear cut; the
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borders between them are zones not lines . 11
Another area of concern involving conservation is that of training

or inducing conservation in children .

Kaplan (1967) did some r esearch

and work with disadvantaged children in trying to teach them number
conservation .

With this group he found that it was possibl e t o train

them, but that the effects were not lasting.
d os ~'

of training might be more effective .

He fe l t that a " continuous
Roeper and Si ge l (1966) believe

that in the training procedures used that s ome of the important prerequisites for conser vation development are being left out.

These

they feel are multiple classification, reversibility, and seriation .

The y tried training these children in prerequisite operations and found
r esults which were positive.

They found that chil dren might be able to

be ta ugh t s pecif i c as pects of conse rvat ion b ut s t il l be l acki ng in th e
general dev e lopment which must eve ntuall y occ ur.
(1966, p . 345) summarize with:

Roeper and Sige l

"The ability to conserve can be reached

through the process of growth but can be facilitated by carefully
planned e duc a ti on ."

Harry Beilin at tempt ed various types of training and concluded
that:
The training data reveal that training leads to
a greater number of Ss who show improved performance,
but mostly in the tasks for which th ey are trained.
Conservation training is most likely to effect Ss
who are at a transi ti on l evel; those who are nonconservers or closest to " full " conservation are less
likely to profit from such training. Training is not
sufficient to make for extensive conserva t ion across
a l l tasks. The acquisiti on of conservation abilities
appears to involve, then, a tran s a c tion in whic h experience in itself, although contribu ting cons iderabl y
t o improved performance, does not lead t o a generalized conservation capacity . (Beilin, 1965, p . 380)
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Conse rvation is entailed in the deve lopment of the individual a nd
is de pend ent upon the emergence of logical capaciti e s; howeve r, the re

are e xperiences which can contribute to the dev e l o pment of this idea.

Love ll (1961) stresses th e rol e of play with sand, water, c la y , and
o th e r such mat e rials as well as vocabulary work on words and concepts
such as " l ess, 11 "same, 11 '' more , 11 and others like these .

Th e r e is some -

thing that pers ons involved with young children can do to hel p them
develop this concept and be able to see its application more readily.

Enumeration

Enumeration is used in r eference to counting objects, and numeration refe rs to the assignment of numerals t o eleme nts.

Numerati on

requires the operations of seriation, classification, and ordering.

The majority of res earc h in th e area of counting ability has been
done r ecen tly in Japan.

some of these men.

Fo ll owi ng are summaries from the research of

In 1953 Ik ega mi r e po rt ed that learning of the

number system is not based on intellectual deve l o pment involving disc r imination and ge neralizations, but that it is first tau ght to the
child through tradi t ional methods of counting.

However, counting is

inde pendent of number concept deve lopment and precedes it.
slight relation.

Th e re is a

Shen ( 1962) fo und that an ability to count and number

co ncep t development are related but not the same .

It was found that

three and four - year-old children had some concepts of amounts at varyi ng levels of understanding.

Some conclusions were that number concept

formation begins with oral counting .

formul ated as fol lows:

Some steps in t his proc ess were

(1) oral numb er counting, (2) counting of

objects, (3) giv ing sums through counting, (4) selection of th e same
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number as one shown to the child, and (5) selection of a number that
the chi ld has been prescribed to.

The child firs t r epeats the sequence

of numbers then begins to understand the meaning, he discriminat es

then uses the numbers, and f inally works with ideas of numb ers which
gradual l y evolve into conceptions .
Cheng and Lee (1960) did research with six - year-old and seven-yea ro ld children and conc luded that we should base the child ' s conception
of numbers on his understanding of the real significance of the number .
These authors st r ongly disagree with basing conception of numbers on
the ages and stages of Piaget.

They contend that education plays an

important role in number concep t development .
These Japanese res e arch reports were not available to t he author
and English summaries of the m were found in abstracted form .

(1966) fo und through his r esearc h that:

Iijima

''The developmental seq ue nce

of the number concept appears to cover the fo ll ow ing peri od s:

(1)

number operations no t understood at al l; (2) lower numbers are under-

stood; (3) verbal l abe ls und erstood ; (4) abili t y to abstract numerical
dimensions; and (5) understanding of the ordina l number and conserva-

tion conce pt" (Moore, 1965, p. 825) .

This researcher begins with the

very basic understandings and then progresses t o conservation; he does
not discredit the stages which pr ecede conservation .
Very little recent research in thi s country deals with counting or

number recognit i on ; the relations to this t ype of number understanding
are marginal and on l y briefly men ti oned in research reports.

Gessell

and Ilg (1943) and Ilg and Ames (1951) are about the only researchers
who

have presented any devel o pment al schedules dealing with counting
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abilities in young children.

A combination of the developme ntal trends

which are r e ported in these two art i c l es are synthesized and quoted
as follows (Gese ll and Ilg, 1943, p. 25; Ilg and Ames, 1951, p. 414):
6 months

•:single-minded when he plays with a block."

9 months

"Can hold and bring together two blocks and give atte ntion to a third . "

l yea r

"Manipulates seve r al cubes one -b y- one in a serial manner
which is the motor rudiment of counting. "

18 months

Can build a tower of 3-4 cubes and uses th e word "more ."

2 years

"Disti nguishes between one and many . "

Says "two balls" when handed a s econd ball.
2~

years

Counts rotely "1 , 2," and "lots. "

Can give "just one " cube on request.
years

"Has a fair command of 'two ' and is beginning to under stand the simple word 'b oth . '"

Can coun t two objects and can give "just two 11 cubes on
request .

4 years

"Can count three objects, pointing correctly . 'J

Verba l counting without pointing exceeds counting of

objects .
5 years

"Counts to ten, pointing correctly.

He recites numbers

in a series before he uses th em int e lligentl y ."

Most children can count 13 pennies and one - third can
count to 30 or more.
number nine.

Mos t mistakes come after the
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6 years

Can count t o 100; can count by lO ' s t o 100; c an count by
5's to 50; can add correctly within 10; can subtract
co rrec tl y within 5.

7 year s

Can count by 5 ' s and lO's t o 100; can add within 20;
can subtract within 10.

8 years

Can count by 2's to 20; can count by 3's to 30; can count
by 4's to 50; can add within 25; can subtract within 25;
c an deal with simpl e fractions, mu ltiplic ation and
division.

9 ye ars

Number conc e pts to 1,000 or beyond.

Another r esearcher who has indicated some importance in counting

a bility in the process of numbe r conc e pt develo pment is Anita Riess.
In 1943 s he wrot e articles and r e search repor ts on the number sense of
yo ung c hildr e n.

Riess (1943, p . 106) wrote that one of the functions

of numbers in o ur lives is t o serve as
shortcoming of o ur perceptual ability . "

11

•

•

compens ati on for the

This is in contrast t o the

con t emporary fee lings about cou nting and pe rception .

Anita Ri ess (1943, p. 150) s tr es ses t he great extent of number
exper iences which, serve as learning experiences, with which young

children come in con tact.

Pre-nume rical behavi or begins early in a

child's lif e as he experiences ''aggr ega ti on" when he picks up objects

and makes a pile and he the n ex periences the opposite of thi s which is
"i so l at i on" in taking away objects from the group one at a time.

These

experiences begin as nonverbaliz ed and then evo l ve into more verbal

ex pressions .

Riess further comments on the young chi ld' s ability to

respond to or imitate successive numbers of physical movements when
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he may not yet be able to respond corr ectly when asked to reproduce
two objects when they are simultaneously presented.

Riess (1943, p.

151) concludes that on the basis of this, the ability of the child
to respond to success ive lar ger numbers of objec ts as compared to
his response ability t o simultaneous reproduc tions indicat es " . . . that
the perception of successiveness is a forerunne r of conceptio n of
' number' in the col l ective sense."

It seems t o be a "r eadiness for

counting" step.

Adult s emphasize number names earl y in the child's life and cal l
attention to numbers of ob j ects and th e number names for e a ch one .

Thus

the child l earns to count very early, but he is not really counting but
rather "naming" objec t s.

At about this same time t he child experie nces
1

a lot of verbal e ncouragement from adu l ts as he is tau ght to name a lmost
every thing he comes in contact with.

Toys have names, people have

names, actions have names; number naming is an extension of this at

fi r s t; the chi ld separa t es and names each object.

This naming of

objects with number labels is done first in classes, then separately .
At firs t all of the ob j ec ts have the same name and it is genera lly
"one "; then ob j ec ts are identi fied separately and a name is given t o
each one .

However, another interesting thing happens in this phase

of naming, and this is that a child tends t o name an object and then
wi ll continue to use that name for this o bject in any seque nce or

context.

An example given by this auth or was that of counting marbles

and the blue marble is

11

fiv e" in the counting sequence.

There is often

a tendency for the child to maintain the lab e l of "five" for blue
marb l es and repeat this when he e ncount e rs it again.
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Young children between two and one-half and three years of age
can give thr ee ob j ects t o a person upon request but the y canno t look
at the numbe r of objec ts and t e ll that pe rson how many objects are in
that pile ; they must pick th em up and count them in order t o identify
the amount.

Riess (1943, p . 153) indicat e s that "the number words

have, howev e r, still only an individual naming function, and do not

yet symbolize the specific structure of the group ."
As adult s use numbers in different wa ys with the children th e
children become familiar wi th a variety of ways in which t o use numbers.

They l ea rn to respond to di fferent cues and begin making more s e lective
r es ponses with numbers .

The notion of position and seque nce begin the

slow transition in the child ' s mind which involves his ability to name
and to also apply these names in the correct seque nce; he begins to
order, and with this comes an understanding that obje cts can have
diff e rent names a s sequence and placement change.

objects to symbols begins here .

The transition from

Riess points out that:

Though children continue to solve their computation problems through a counting proce dure, they no

longer numb e r the different series of o bjects but
match the items that are added or are taken away to
the invariant numeral series which serves as a ready

mental abacus on which to coun t.

(Riess, 1943a, p . 156)

This is the early beginnings of adding .
and is more di ff icult.

Subtracting follows lat er

The difficulty of subtracting causes the chi ld

to r egr e ss t o co unting the objects; however,he must count in the oppo -

si t e directi on.

The gr ouping f unction of cardinal numbers follows

this and Ri ess (1943, p. 158) feels that "the develo pment of the gr ouping function is thus intimat e ly tied up with prac tice in counting. "
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In a later article Anita Riess (1957) indicated the need for pleasurable expe ri ences with numbers early in the chil d's life .

There are

songs, stories, nursery rhymes , and poems which stress numb e r names.
The ne e d to manipulate numb ers of objects and to become awar e of words
s uch as "many, 11 "few," and "more, " are important.

Even though number

words are j ust a part of the chi ld' s language at that time it is importa nt that he become able t o speak readily and to use them f reely.
He thus begins t o understand number s gradually; at first ther e is little
und e rstanding of the subtl e implications of the words, but this comes
as he manipulat es ob jects and the language as well as grows and develops.
Riess (1943, p. 53) sums up with the following statement :

" Meaning of

number words like meaning of all words--is established in active
be havior of th e chil d, since no one creates ideas in the child's mind,

but the child himse if."
More current writers commen ting on th e counting abilities of young
children and their development include Corwin E. Bjonerud who found in

a stud y of beginning kindergarten children th at:
These beginning kindergarten childr e n possessed
considerable understanding of number sel e ction skills
and were ab l e to recognize a quantity o f items num-

bering less than four immedia t ely.

Some were able t o

recognize more than four items, but less than nine

items. All of the children were able t o se l ec t
quantities of three or l ess. Th e majority of the
children resorted to counting the objects one at a
time, but a few were able to group items for quicker

and more efficien t recognition.
p. 349)

(Bjone rud, 1960,

Therefo r e , these children did have an understanding of numbers in

that they could f ind out how many thr o ugh counting or grouping sma ll er
amounts.

Williams (1965) found that there was a "substantial relation-

ship" between rote counting ability and math achievement of kindergarten
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subjects.

Beckwith a nd Restle (1966) indicate tha t there is more t o counting
than it i s g iv en c r edit for .

They point out the need for more lit er atur e

on counting in young childr en as th ey feel that the abil ity t o enumerate
sets li es at the found ation of applied arithmetic.

It invo l ves a chant

of the numbe rs in sequence as well as poin ting to each obje7t and r e cog nizing that it has been labeled .

There

i s a chain of r espon ses and

th e child must be a ble t o r ecogn ize when all of the objects have been
counted and then quit lab eling as wel l as recall the number name for
th e la s t ob j ec t labeled .

They must be a b l e to discri minat e be twee n th e

se t which ha s been counted and the s e t wh i ch has not been count ed .
This involves wha t they des c rib e a s " percep tual con tr o l" (Bec kwith and
Res tl e , 1966, p. 437).
Newport (1967) feels that goo d early expe ri e nces with number wo rds
and objec t s provid e s a good basis fo r l a t e r a rithmetic achi eveme nt.

He

sugges t s ge ne ral expe ri e nces and vocab ul ary in number labe l s ear l y in
th e child's li fe.
Mc La ugh li n (1935) wrot e a ve ry informative article on th e number
abili t y of preschoo l childr e n .

I n he r r esear c h she had the c hildren,

who ran ged in age f r om thr ee t o six ye ars of age, count verbally , coun t

cubes , and co unt verba ll y backwards.

The au th or distin gui s hed

between rational and rote counting .

Rote co unting empl oys simple r ec all o f ve rbal
numerals in correct serial order, but rational count ing us e s thi s function and besides, requires the matching or tall ying of the correct verbal nume rals with the
corres pondin g objects being discriminated. That is,
rati onal counting emp l oys a r e lati onal f orm of thinkin g whic h holds the t wo facto r s, number names and
dis criminated objects, t oge the r in a one - to-one
re lat ion. (Mc Laughlin, 1935, p. 350)
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McLaughlin (1935) found that for the younger subjects the forma tion of groups was easier than the naming of the objects; they could
match correct l y to about three then they supplied handfuls of objects
in the formation of their groups.
of

11

When th e author asked the question

How many? ", the younger children were quick to begin counting while

the older grou ps of children were able to recognize one, two, or three

objects in a group at sight.

This was the beginning of grouping .

More abstractness is invo lv ed in understanding cardinal numbers than
is r eq uir ed for seria l counting.

There was also the need t o be able

to gene r alize as we l l as think abstractly in formation of number
concepts.
numbers.

An increase in age incr eased the ability to understand
In the younger groups the most common errors were in not

remembering correct number terms, not being able to keep their place
while counting, and confusing the t erms with their correct object or
not ma tching the number with the object.

Another comment she made on

rote and rational counting was:
Rote counting has been shown t o develop just

slightly in advance of rational counting .

It in-

volves the memoriz atio n and accurate recall of a fixed
order of numerical t erms . Rational counting is a

complex mental process depend en t up on grasping the idea
of one -t o - one relation between these numeral terms and
th e items discriminated in an objective series.
(McLaughlin,

1935' p. 352)
In the present preschool ed ucation system there is one program
which origina t ed wi th Carl Bereiter and Siegfried Engelmann (n . d.) that
makes use of the preschool child ' s abili t y to use number labels and to
count.

In their program for disadvantages children they stress t e aching

numbers much as one wou ld t each a second language t o children .

They feel

that counting does have an important place in the development of numerical
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understandings, that it is a

11

difficult task

11

and not learned quickly.

They indicate that children often can count objects or their fingers,

but this do es not indicate they have any idea about what counting is
for , that is to group and labe l objects, and to answer the questi on
of "How many objects ar e there?"

There are two independent skills which are necessary and which
must be combined for counting.

The first skill is being able to recite

the number names and the second is an ability to group the objects
and then r ealize that the number label whi ch they apply t o this
group indicates how many individual ob jects are there.

The Bereiter

and Engelmann approach is one which does emphasize the use of language
and which sets up specific methods for t ea ching coun ting skills to the
chi ldren; these are rote skills, but they feel that th ere is an
important function in r o t e coun ting which is the opposi t e of the con temporary cognitive theori es of number concept development (Ber e iter

and Engelmann, n.d., pp. 28-29).
The cognitive theorists do not discount the meaningfulness of rote
counting altoge ther, but they feel that its importance is minor in
comparison to other more logical thought processes.
Counting serves some special function in the concept development

of number .

It serves to make elements alike and makes the perceptual

differences among them unimportant.

However , when the elements are

ranked or placed in positions the differences are maintained .

Count-

ing does not create numerical relationships, but rather it creates
conc r e t e materials.

Each e l e me nt becomes a unit and when seriation

and classification have been applied to the units, numerical operations

then result (Elkind, 1964).
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Elkind (1964) further ex pl ains Piaget ' s s tages in numer ati on
development as fo ll ows:

(1) thi s occ ur s at about age 4 and during thi s

stage the ch ild i s unable t o coun t correct l y ; (2) at abou t age five
the child was able t o count and indicate the number of obj ec t s when
he could see them, but no t wh en they were absen t; and (3) from six to
seven years of age the child devel ops an ability to tell how many
objects there are both when they are in view and then when he cannot
see them .
Elkind (1964) feels that c h ildre n under four ye ars of age are
merely; i mi tating adult behavior when th ey count.

Wohlwill (1960)

s howed in hi s researc h that rote co unting abilities do precede th e
conce ptual und e rstanding of numbe rs and that th ey are an important
fact or in l ater development.

Hood (1962, p. 281) feels much like

Elkind and tell s his read e rs that "Co rr es pond e nc e between nume rals

an d objects at this l evel ma y be purely verbal --ju st as the child can
make the glasses correspond to the bo ttles, so he can make the names
o f the fir s t six numerals correspond t o th e six g lasses, e tc."

He

is referring t o experime nt s conduct ed during his study which dealt
with th e deve l opmen t o f numbe r in children.
When we assign cardinal values t o numb ers we are disregarding

obj ect diffe r e nc es and classifying the objects into a set.
ca rdinal val ue is discovered by e nume ration.

they can be counted in sequence.

This

Once the y are ordered

If we order objects on the basis of

diffe renc es, th ey are plac e d in ordinal po siti on or ranked firs t ,
seco nd, etc .

Flavell (1963, p. 313) goes on to explain that"· .

ge nuine concept of cardinal number is by no means guarant eed by the

ability t o mo uth appropria t e nume rical t erminol ogy in the pres ence

a
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of a se t of objects."

This is the pos iti on held by Hood which was

previously expl ained .

It is e xtr eme ly necessa ry to understa nd relation-

ships before numbers can be und e rstood.

Numbers are not independent

elements; they are related elements within an ordered series and th ey
cannot be used or understood until thes e r e lati onships are e vid en t

(Piaget, 1967).
Potter and Levy (1968, p . 272) t e lls us that:

''In order to count a

set of things, one must t ake eac h item in turn and pair it wi th a nume ral

in proper sequenc e .''

This requires three skills:

(1) knowing names of

nume rals in correct order (under 2 can do); (2) ability to point to
or l ook at each item in an array- - o ne at a time until all have been

taken exactly once ; and (3) an ability t o coord i nate numbers

and 2.

Pott e r recognizes that Piaget considers enumeration to be of littl e
interest bec aus e children und er six tend to think that numbe r changes

whe n there is a spatial change.

Dodwe ll (1960, p . 203) feels like

Piaget and feels that children are able t o point to and cor r ec tl y
l abel objects and use the correc t counting sequence for this, but he

feels that mor e impor tant than an ability to do this is the need for
the child to understand that he has counted th e objec t s, assessed the
quantity and given it a verbal l abel , and that when there is a change
in the arran gemen t of the objects that the number of objects remains
the same.

The chil d may then be ab l e to correctly count and l abe l

objects without the understanding of what a cardinal number is or how
it applies t o the concrete situation pr e sent ed to him.

Almy (Almy,

Chittenden, and Miller, 1966, p . 27) further ex plains that ''Piaget
asserts that neither a one -t o-one exchange, where th e child g ives
the experimenter one penny for each object, nor counting al o ud is
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sufficient t o insure equivalence before the child has r eached an
ope rational l eve l of think ing ."
Woh l wi ll (1960) found that counting abiliti es did pr ecede the
concep tual ability develo pment in children and that some of th e children
who counted ve ry we ll did very poorly on his tests wher e counting or
number r ecognition was inv o lved.

Potter and Levy (1968) hypo thesiz ed that th e child beg ins his
enumerat ing sk ill deve l opme nt be tween the ages of t wo and five years of
age.

Sh e measured counting ability by having children count s ix stickers

in a row in correct sequence and by pointing to each one correctly

at the same time.

The yo unges t child to succeed on the task was

three-years and two - months in age .

Fifty pe rc e nt of the subjects

succe eded by three-years seven - months and 70 percent succ ee ded by four
years of age .

She concluded that be t ween the ages of two and one -half

years and fo ur years of age that there i s a steady and dr ama tic in -

c r ease in the abili t y of the c h i ld t o correctly identify the numb er
of items in th e array .

Piaget (1967, p. 53) t e lls us:

"We know that on l y the first num-

bers are assessible t o the young c hild becaus e the se ar e intuitive

numb e rs which co rrespond t o perceptible fig ures ."

Here he makes

r efe rence t o a child ' s knowing some smaller numb e rs ear l ier and

possibly havin g an understanding of them beca use the y repr ese nt
some thing --this could possibly be the child's f inge rs or a few pennies.
Woh l wi ll (1960) indicates that a chi ld understands numbe rs of five or
l ess quite a whil e before he is ab l e to und e r s t and number amounts
greater than five.
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Piaget (1953, p. 304) relates the importance of conservation or und e r standing numbers in the following way:

"Although th e child knows the

names of the numbers, he ha s not ye t gr asped th e es s e nti al idea of
number:

name l y that the number of obj e ct s in a group r ema ins th e same,

is 'con se rv ed, ' no matter how they are shuffled or arrang ed . "

Elkind (1964) feels that wh en a four - year -old child counts that
he is ac tua ll y imitating adult behavior.

This notion i s based on the

idea that chi ldr en of this age lack the principles of class, series, and
seriated classes.

They may exist, but it is not in the adult form .

The ch ild mus t be able t o coordinate class and order r elat ions first .
Only when he can understand these conditions will he be able to under stand what numbers represent and how they oper ate.
This ev idenc e of not understandin g concepts even though the c hild
can coun t was shown in Wohlwill's study (1960) when children who co uld
co unt were unab l e to pass eve n the l owes t l eve l s of his seq ue nce test .

The ir r ote count ing abilities pr eceded th e ir conceptual abilities.
The importance of counting in ch ildr en was no t complete l y discounted
becau s e th e author felt that once perc e pt ions were beginning to lose
importance and influence that the symbolic activity of counting was

nee ded to move on to conservation and furth er number concept deve l op rnen t.

The Eff e ct of Color on
Concept Attainment

It is ge ne rally felt that an increase in the complexity of the
learning si tuation makes the attainment of the conce pt embodied th ere
more difficult.

This is based on the idea that the child has o ther
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variab l es which ser ve t o take away the emphasis from the specific
task or which overshadow it com ple t e l y .
Brian and Goodenough (1929, p. 212) did a study with children f r om
fourteen months to fourteen years, as we ll a s adults.

The ir s tud y

concerned itself with th e effec t of color or form on percep t ion.

They

found that children und er the age of thre e years are mor e concerned with
th e form of th e object, wher eas whe n they reach about thre e years of age
co l or is what ga ins dominance.

In o t her wor ds, if th e child we r e asked

to c l assify a gr oup of ob jects the objects would most lik ely be class ified on the basis of the color of the ob j ec ts during the period in the
chi ld ' s life from three years t o six year s of age.

Then t he attribut e

of form comes back int o dominanc e at ab out six years of age and maintains

this int o adulthood .

They found that at four to fo ur-and- one -half years

of age 75 percent of the choices made by th ei r s ubject s we re on th e ba sis
of color while bef or e and after th e three t o six ye ar range the pe r cent
of r e spons es mad e on co l or were onl y 10 percent or 16 percent.

They

f urth e r go on t o explain the results they obtained in this study as
fo llows :
The e arly int erest in form might th e n be exp l ained
upon the basis of the major importanc e of fo rm in the

child ' s first attem pts at or ganiz ing and classifying
the obj e cts of his e nvironment; the lat er interest in
color bec ause of its importance in making fine r discriminations between obj ec t s within c l asses whose

broader features he has a lr eady mast er ed; while the
final swing toward form is th e r esult of th e gradual
org aniz ation of the various a ttribut es of a given
situation in terms of th ose fac t ors which experi e nce

has s hown are most fr eq ue ntl y effec t ive in de termining
a ppr opri a t eness of respons e . (Brian and Goodenough,
1929, p . 213)
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Therefore, i t appears that in different phases of th e development
of conce pt s there are differen t poin ts of emphasis.

Kagan and Lemkin

( 19 6 1) did a stud y concerning di fferent perc e ptual attributes of objects
and the role the y pla y in children ' s conceptual behavior.

They found

that there were no sex differences but that there were age di fferences

within the sex groups.

Older girls plac ed much l es s emphasis on color

than did younge r girls or boys.

Th e older boys us ed color more often

in the ir se l ec tions than did the gi rl s of the same age groups .

These

sex diffe r ences found in the older age group was explained as possibly
being due to the deve lopmen t of language being gas ter in girls;
the refore, they had more shape and form lab e ls t o use.
Lemkin (1961, p. 28) sum it up as:

Kagan and

"Thus, for the girls, the stimuli

are mor e like l y to derive their meaning from the label attached to
them rath er than through the mor e direct physical qualit y of color ."
Lee (19 65) did a study conc e rning the e ase of utilizing specific
concept s in preschool c hildr en.

The author fo und that there was a si gni-

fica nt interaction be tween the c h ild ' s age and the concept; the r e was
no signi ficant difference found in the int e raction of the concept and

th e sex of the child.

Childr e n from thr ee years of age to six years of

age were the subjects used in this research.

In their categorizing

the older children made more mistakes with th e color and size attributes

of th e object than on other at tribut es.

This was felt to be due to th e

fact that the child was now aware of other aspects which could be us ed
in cl as sification of objects and that col or and size had lost their
importanc e .
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METHODS AND PROCEDURES
Setting and Procedur es

This research was exploratory; theref ore , the procedur es employed
were more of a survey in an attempt t o discover possible factors and

relationships which might exist between counting ability and number
concep t development of preschool children.
After the formulation of this research project the data were
gathered at the Utah Stat e University Child Development Laboratories.
From the total nursery school population 48 chi ldre n were selected by
th e researcher on the basis of age only.

Eight of the originally

se lected 48 subjects were not involved in the data report ed here due
to absences a nd/or refusals to participate.

Three girls from th e

ori gina l selec tion did not participat e for th e following r easons:
abse nc es during t es ting sessions; refusal to l eave the nurs ery school
room with the researcher; no verbal respo ns e to the tasks or questions.

There were also 5 boys not included in thes e data.
not participating were:

The reas ons for their

moved from the city and no longer attending the

nursery school; Spanish-speaking and understood little English responding with
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bl oc k'' to each question or task; and three refusals t o leave

their play in th e room.

The other 40 children were eager t o participate.

Each child who was presently thr ee - years-four-months t o thr ee -yearseig ht-months or four-years-four - months to four-years-eight - months of
age was selected to participate.

There was no attempt to ob tain a

random sample because the age factor was a critical variable in the
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study.

At the time of th e selection there was first preference given to

the age an d then the sex of the child was considered, as an eq ual sex
ratio was also desired.

For the research reported here 40 subjects were

involved; there were 20 in the three - year-old age group and 20 in the
four -year-old age group.

A reas onable sex distribution was achieved

with 12 girls and 8 boys in the younger group and with 11 girls and 9
boys in the older age group.

This distributi on allowed for an analysis

of possible sex differences and the age interval of one year provided
for an analysis of the age factor in this area of concept development.
The subjects for this research were all att e nding the Utah Stat e
Universit y Child Deve lopment Laboratories during the Winter Quarter of
1969 .

The total group was representative of the 6 separate laboratory

groups which met for two and one-half hours daily, Monday through
Thursday, in the Family Life Building .

There were 3 laboratories with

one morning and one afternoon group which met in each one.
labor a tor y there were

In eac h

head t eac he r, 4 student teachers, and 20 children

ranging from three to five years of age.

There were 10 boys and 10

girls of a representative age distribution in each laboratory.
children came from Logan city and nearby rural communities.

These

They came

from homes with the parental occupations ranging from professionals
to students; however, t here was a common parental in t erest in preschool

ed ucation ev id enced by the enrollment of the children from such diverse
backgrounds.
As was previously indicated, children from each of the 6 laboratories were included in the researc h.

Each laboratory was run indivi-

dually under the direction of a head teacher, who is a member of the
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fac ulty in th e Department of Family and Child Deve l opment.

Different

a pproaches t o t eac hing were utiliz ed wit hin eac h laborat ory providing
a varie d ye t very similar background of exper i ences for the subjects
within th e laboratories.

The philosophy of the Utah Stat e Unive r si t y

Child Develo pme nt Laboratories is such that the researcher did not anticipate a ny formal teaching in the area of numb e r recognition in any
specif ic laboratory.
Developme nt of the Test
To f ac ilitat e the task of looking at the preschoo l child's ability
and me thods of counting as well as what effect two colo rs of obj ec ts
have on his perceptions of the amounts presented, the author devised a

t es t which was used in the collection of the data presented he r e .
The word "number" will be used often in this research report.

It

sho uld be po int ed ou t that it does not r efer to the written or print ed
symbo l whic h deno t es a certain value or amount, but rather it r efers t o
pr ovid ing a verbal label for a specified group of objects.
we r e pr e s e nted ; symbols for numbers were never used.

Only objects

Th e int e r es t of

the researcher was in th e abilit y of the preschool child t o correctly
enume rate the objects and then to provide th e m with th eir proper verbal
l abe l.
For the number recognition tasks 4 numb ers were selected .
numb e rs were 4, 5, 7, and 8.

The

Numb ers 1, 2 , and 3 were om itted because

th e author fe lt the se wou ld be the most familiar numbers t o the preschool
child, a nd that they would be easily and readily recognized.

It was als o

fe l t that the researcher could ass e ss the child's understanding and
command o f these 3 numbers by using the numb er 4 .

This number was
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se lected also because it is a component part of all of th e larger numbers
us e d and it was felt that it might play a role in the iden ti fic ation of
th e tasks involving 2 colors of objects.

Four is a numb e r which begins

to seem l arge to the child, yet it remain s sma ll enough t o be easi ly
han dled and counted on the fingers of one hand.

The numbe r 5 was the

first numbe r selec ted for the tasks becaus e of the researche rs int e rest

in it and the fact that it was hypothesized as being a meaningful number
t o the preschool child .

The meaningfulness of the number 5 was felt to

li e in its being a terminal number, that is, the child has 5 fingers and
5 toes per hand and foot.

Als o many of the nursery scho ol songs and

finger pla ys deal with repetition of objects co unted on the fi ngers .
Some begin with 1 and count up t o 5 while others begin on 5 and each time
the rhyme is r e peated 1 is eliminated, thus th e chi ld counts backwards
from 5 t o 1.

It was felt by the researcher that this might possibly

be the basis for an interesting and important hypothesis.

It is a

fnmil iar number or number lab e l which might be comparable in importance
or use to the c hild's age number.
The number 7 was selected as being a large number and more than
the next cons ec utive one to 5.

The author also desired an odd- even

combination of colored blocks on the second set of tasks; 5 served this
purpose for the smaller numb e r s and 7 filled the positi on for the
larger number s.

The last numb e r was 8.

It was the large number with

even component parts for use in the 2 color t es t serving the same

pu rpo se as 4 in the smaller group .

The numbe r 8 was felt to be th e

most difficult of the 4 numbers selected for preschoo l childr en t o
handle.
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The researcher constructed 8 separate objects to be used as tasks.
All were uniform in size and general appearance.

Each consisted of a

woode n bas e that measured 14 inches by 3 inches .

The color of each base

was medium brown.
inch cubes .

Glued to each wooden base were specified numbers of 1

On the first 4 tasks all of the cubes were of natural

wood color and arranged in a centrally l ocated straight line on a wooden

base.

The cubes we r e each equal ly spaced depending on th e specified

number of cubes required for each task.

All cubes were uniformly spaced:

1 inch from eac h end, 1 inch from each side of the base, and at equ al
distances from each other, depending on the numbe r of cubes presented
in th e task .

Ext ernal measurements were unif o rm, but internal spacing

dif fe r ed due to the difference in the number of cubes being used per
task.

The placement and spacing was the same on both sets of tasks;

the only difference was found in the plac emen t of red cubes with the
natural color ones on the second series of t ests .

Two bas es held 4 cubes each .

One held on l y natural color cubes

while the o ther one held 2 r ed cubes followed by 2 natural color cubes.
Two bases held 5 cubes each .

One held o nly natural color cubes while

the other one held 3 red cubes followed by 2 natural color cubes .
bas es held 7 cubes.

One held only natural color cubes while the other

one he ld 4 red cubes f ollowed by 3 natural color c ubes.
8 cubes each.

Two bases held

One held only natural color cubes while th e other one

held 4 red cubes followed by 4 natural color cubes.
The sequence of presentation of tasks to the sub j ects was as
follows:

Two

4 cubes --na tural color, 7 c ubes --natur a l color, 5 cubes--

natural color, 8 cubes --natural color , 4 cubes -- combined colors, 7
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c ub es --combined colors, 5 cubes--combined colors, and 8 cubes--combined

col ors .

The tasks were not presented to the subject in the sequential

order o f counting, but slightly altered to eliminate the possibi lity
of the child's relying on the natural counting sequence of the numbers
which he may have rotely mastered .

That is, the task involving 5 cubes

did not follow the one involving 4 cubes, and 7 cubes did not precede
8 cubes .

The order was consistent throughout the testing of the

complete number of subjects.

The tasks were presented separately t o

the chil d in the sequence listed above.

As the chi l d completed the first

task the cubes were r emoved and the next task was presen t ed until he
had completed the 8 tasks.
The author was interested in discovering the different methods
employed by the ch ild ren in arriving at the response th ey gave for each
task.

The data collec t ion sheet provided a means for the researcher to

indicate the child 1 s response and how she observed the child arrive at

the answer given.
A second area of interest was that of the preschool child ' s count ing ability .

To investigate this area, each child was a sked to verbally

count after he had completed the 8 tasks.
me hear you count as far as you can."

The researcher said:

"Let

As the child counted the researcher

r ecorded the begi nning and ending poi nt s of correct count ing and recorded
th e entire response if the counting sequence was incorrect.

A subjec -

tiv e appraisal of the child ' s counting skill and conf i dence shown were
recorded on th e data sheet.

The author felt that questions concerning

the chil d' s fee l ings ab ou t counting and a ppl i ca t ions of counti ng in the
child's life might a l so yield some valuable information on the impor t ance
of counting to the chi ld .
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Individual commen ts on the task or the introduction of the colored
cubes were also recorded.

The author felt that these were the pertinent

aspec ts for this particular r esearch study .

The only personal informa-

tion r e quired concern ing the child wer e his age and his sex.

Administration and Collection of Data

The data were gathered during Winter Quarter 1969.

During the

free play periods the indiv idual c hildr en selected for the stud y were
asked by th e researcher if they would like t o go with her a nd play a
game in another room.

They were assured that it would not take long

a nd that the r e searcher would bring them right back to th eir room and
th ey could continue their play.

The researcher was familiar with the

majority of the children through working with them during the pr evious
qu arter in the Child Development Laboratories.

The children were taken

to a ne arby room where they arrived each day with their pare nts.

The

room was familiar to them, yet it l acked distracting stimuli .
The child was then asked to be se ated at a small table acr o ss from
th e researcher .

There was nothing on the table when the child arrived.

Af t e r th ey were seated the research er placed the data collection sheet
on the table.

The child was t old that this paper was going to be used

for "ke eping score" on t he game .

The first task of 1 color blocks was

then placed on the table in front of the child.

The researcher told the

child that she needed t he child t o hel p her find ou t how many cubes were
on the board .

The child was then asked:

"How many blocks do you see?"

The child was allowed any method he chose to find out how many blocks
wer e presented to him.

His first response was recorded on th e data
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col l ec tion sh ee t by th e research e r; this was the procedur e for r e cording ea ch r esponse for th e 8 tasks.
As soon as the child had r e sponded to th e task it was removed from
the t a ble and th e next one was pre s e nted until the child had completed
the e ntir e ser i es .

There was no positive or negative r einforcemen t

given for any response; each time when the child completed his r es ponse
the tasks were changed and he was asked if he was ready for another one,
or if he thought he could tell the researche r h ow many there were on the
nex t task, or some question similar to these .

The 8 separat e tasks

were kept in a box behind the table out of the view of th e child , but
th ey were easi l y accessible t o the researcher .
The data collection sheet pr ov ided for the ve rbal numbe r respons es
t o be indi c ated as well as space for bri ef comments on the child ' s
methods of arriving at the answer given, and his confidence leve l as it

a ppeared to the r e searcher .
At the compl e tion of the first sect i on, that is, the r ecognition
and corr ect l abe l ing phase of th e test, th e child then entered the
second pha se .
searcher.

He was asked to count as far as he could for the re -

The researcher the n not ed the initial number he began coun ting

on and then list ened for the fi r st e rror in the sequence of the child's
counting.

The fi rst e rror was not e d and the remainder of the sequence

was recorded .

If the child was unable t o count correc t ly at all, his

en tir e respons e was rec orded until he quit counting .
al s

Subjective apprais -

of t he counting abilit y and confidence level were made and recorded

by the r esearc her .

Observabl e counting methods wer e als o indicated.

When the child had completed count ing he was asked:

"Do you like t o
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co unt? ", "What d o you c o unt?", and "How did yo u learn to c o unt?"

The r e s pons e s were rec orded on the data she et.

If the child had mad e

any comme nt s regarding the tasks or th e c o l o rs when they were intr oduc e d
on th e s e cond series of tasks,the r esearcher recorded these.

At th e

c ompl e tion of the testing s ess ion the child wa s thanked and r e tur ned t o
hi s cl a ssroom by the res ea r cher .
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DATA COLLECTION SHEET
CHILD 'S NAME,_ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ __

SEX~------------------------

CHILD ' S AGE,_ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ ___ TEST DATE.________ _ _ ___

NUMBER RECOGNITION
TEST A (No color)

TEST B (Color)

114 Res ponse

114 Response

117 Res ponse

117 Response

115 Respons e

115 Response

118 Re sponse

118 Response

COMMENTS:
How did he arrive at his answer?

Did he count?
Was he conf ident in answering?

Did he hesitate?

When?

Did he us e diversion tactics?

What?

COUNTING SKILL
Count ed f rom - - - - - - - t o - - - - - - - - correctly.
Counting me thods:
Confidence:
Do you like to count?
What do you count?
How did you learn to count?

COMMENTS:
Chil d 1 s comments on colo r :

Child's comments on task:

Then:
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PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS

In this study 40 preschool children we r e given a number identificatio n and counting t es t.

The t es t was developed by the r esear cher

and administered to th e s ubj ects who were all enr ol led in the Ut ah
State University Chi ld Development Laboratory during th e Winter Quarter
of 1969.

Four group s of children were compared on number identification

skill and counting abili t y; the r e was one each of the fo ll owing groups:
three-year-o ld gir ls, thr ee - yea r- o l d boys, four - year-ol d gir l s, and
four-year - old boys.

These grou ps al lowed for a comparison of one

year age differences and sex differe nc es .

The t es t involved identifica-

tion of 4 s pecific numb ers when th ey we r e pr ese nt e d involving onl y t he
concept of number using wooden cubes of one color and th en once again
when there were

colors of wooden cubes.

This aspec t of the study was

aimed at seeing if the introduction of a second concept of color would
have any effect on the preschoo l child ' s abili t y to focus on the specific

task at hand of iden tifying how many cubes were present ed t o him .
The presentat i on of the fi nd ings wi ll be presen t ed under two main
headings:

number identificati on ski lls of preschool childr en and the

coun t ing ab ility of preschoo l c h ildren.

Each section will then dea l

more specificall y wi th the hypo th eses and the variables of the study
pertaining to that area.

Following th e presen tat ion of the findings

a discussion of the specific factors will be accomp ani ed by tables
which have been inc luded to clarify specific poin t s and t o allow for
comparisons of the data.

After an ana l ysis of the data gathered · in
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thi s s tudy the author has found e vidence to conclude with the foll owing find ings.
Number Identification Skills
Hypothesis l states:

as more objects are presented the difficulty

of counting and labeling them correctly will increase.

This indicates

that of the 4 numbers of objects presented in this test, the most
difficult task was predicted to be the one involving 8 cubes.

The results

indicated that the most difficult number of objec ts for the subjects to
correc tl y ident ify was 7 .

Only 28 percent of the total group of sub-

jects responded correctly to th e tasks involving 7 cubes.

There was a

slight ly higher percentage of correct responses for the 8 cubes; it was
31 percent.

The difference is not significant and it i ndicat es that both

of the larg e r numbers were more difficult for the preschool children t o
identify and correctly l abel than were th e tasks involving fewer numbers
of objec t s.

There was a correct response rat e of 57 percent for the

tasks involving 4 cubes, and a 45 percent correct response rat e for the

ta sks with 5 cubes presented.

The results then confirmed the hypothesis

regarding the increase in difficulty of identification and correct

labeling of larger numbers of cubes .
The second hypotheses refers to the number 5.

I t reads :

Preschool

child r en will recognize and be abl e to correct l y label 5 objects bett er
than th e two larger numbers of objects or the smaller number of objects
presented.

The results do not confirm this hypothesis completely as 4

ob j ec ts were the task receiving the highest number of correct resp onses .

The 45 percent total correct response rat e for the 5 cube tasks was lower
than the 57 percent rate for tasks involving 4 cubes.

It was highe r
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t han the corre ct response rates f or 7 or 8 cube tasks.

This c o uld

be due to the increase in the numbe r of objects more than t o any o the r
r e ason.

It was interesting to the autho r to note that the re wer e mor e

r e s pons e s of "5" given than of any other response on the entire test .
The re were 62 responses of " 5" given by the preschool chil dr en during the
e ntire testing session.

This was th e highest number of r esponses of

a single ve rbal lab el in the test.

There were 61 responses of " 4"

g ive n during the entire test and the trend was for the responses of "4"

t o be correct more of t e n than the responses of "5" were .
correct responses of "4" given and 15 incorrect ones.

There were 46

Of the 62 responses

of "5 1 ' only 36 were correct and 26 of the total were incorrect.

The

hyp othe sis, as it was stated, was not supported by the data obtained
in this research in r espect to the number 4.

In relation to the numbers

and 8 more support is found.
The age of th e child was predicted to be a factor in th e total
number of correc t responses he was ab l e to give.

Hypothesis 3 stat e s:

childr e n in the four-year-old age group will make fewer errors in the
c ounting and identification of numb e rs than wil l the children in the
thr ee -ye ar - old age group.

The total correct response rate for the three-

ye ar-old group of this sample was 36 percent .

This is lower than the

resp onse rate for correct identification of the four-year-old group who
maintained 45 percent correct responses for the entire group of four year-olds.

These figures support the hypothesis that older childr en do

make fewer errors in number identification tasks than do the threey ear-olds.
Hypothesis 4 indicates that :

the girls of both age groups wi ll

make fewer errors in counting and number identification than will the
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boys of the same age groups.

On the correct response percentage scores

the research er found no difference in the rates of correct r e spons es for

the g irls and boys.

A correct respons e percentage of 40 percent was

obtai ned when both age groups were combined and the total group of boys
was compared with th e total group of girls from this sample.

Indivi -

dual group percentages of correct responses indicate that there were

some sl i ght differences between the sexes within the age - sex groups .
Thi rty-eight percent was the correct r esponse rate f or th e three-ye arold g irls; the same rate for the boys in this younger age gr oup was 32
percen t.

Therefore the hypothesis was supported for the gr oup of three-

year-olds.

The differences in percent of e ach group responding correct l y

t o the tasks was slight but present.

In the four - year - old group the

boys had a higher percentage of correct responses than did the girls of
this group .

The percentage of correct responses for the boys in the

fo ur-year - old group was 48 percent while this same response rate for the

girls of thi s group was 42 percent .

It was interesting to not e that the

diffe rences in the percentage scores for th e two sex groups wi thin the

age groups is identical with the excep tion of the sex of the group
scoring the highest at each age.

The hypothesis was not confirmed in

the four - year - old age group, but it was supported in the thr ee -year old age group.

No over-all sex difference was noted.

The final hypothesis deals with the assumption that:

prescho ol

children will make fewer errors in identifying numbers of objects all
of one color as compared with numbers of objects presented in two colors .

There we re 66 corr ect responses on the tasks involving on l y blocks of
1 color from the total gr oup of children.

On the tasks involving the

blocks of 2 colors there were 64 correct responses .

The percents
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of c orr e ct r e sponses for these two sets of t asks \le re 4 1 perc e nt and

40 perc e nt r espec tively.

The diffe r enc e is no t a s ignificant one and

in r egards of the total group the r e appear ed to be no diffe rence in the
correct response rate for block s a ll of 1 color and for blocks of 2
co l or s.

I n consider ing th e groups separately the author found that in

the thr ee - year-old girl group th e r e were a considerable number of comments on the 2 colored block task s .

The thr ee - year - old boys commented

l ess and were affected less by the col or concept than we r e th e threeyea r-old gi rls .

The four - year - old boys commented less but showed more

effect s fr om the introduction of the colored blocks than did the threeyear - old boys .
yea r- o ld girls.

Th e re were no comme nts or effects in the group of fourThe three-year-old girls were much more af fecte d by the

co l or conc e pt than were any of the ot her three groups; the four - year-old
g irls were t o tally unaffected by the colored c ub es, and the two groups
of boys showed sligh t effects f r om this s econd conce pt intr oducti on.
Th e refore, if the resea rche r conside rs the total group r espons e t o the
introduc tion of c o l or ther e is no support for th e hy pothesis ; considering

the groups separa t ely the mos t s upport from the study would come from the
thr ee -year-old girls.
Countin g Skill
Two of the hypotheses previously mentioned dea l with counting as
well as number i dentification ski ll .

Hyp othesis 3 refers to the assump -

tion that a s th e age of the c hild increases so do his counting skills.
There wa s a defi nite trend for the o lder group of children t o be abl e
to count further withou t error t han was found in the younger
gr oup .

Half o f the three-year - old childr en could count in correc t
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sequence from 1 t o 5 ; wher eas, wi th the o lde r gr oup all of the g irls
and 77 percent o f the boys counted thi s i nt e rval without e r ror.

The

same trend was fo und in the o ther intervals of 1 to 10, 1 to 15, and be yond 15 .

Four-ye a r - old chi l dren consis t e ntly counted with fewer error s

and to higher numbers than did the thr ee - year - old subjects.

This hypothe -

s i s wou ld be s upported .
Hypothesis 4 concerned itself with the s ex differences wh ich wer e
predicted to ex i s t, that is, gir l s wi ll make fewe r e rror s in cou nt ing

than wi ll th e boys of t heir r e spec tive age groups.

This was not s upport ed

in the three-year - old group becaus e the boys consistent l y counted further
a nd with few e r e rro r s th an did the girl s of the three - year - old age group .
The gir ls from the fo ur-year - o ld age group did pe rform better on th e
counti ng test than did the boys of the four-year-old group in all int er vals but t ot al counting l e ng th.

The boys of this gr o up were pe rcentag e -

wise a little highe r than were the girl s of this ol der group, but it
should be no t ed that both sex groups of the four - year - o ld gro up had
three members eac h correctly counting beyond 15.
ference is not sign ificant.

The percen ta ge di f -

It appe ars that th e hypo thesis did gain

some s upport from the four - year - old gr oup but not f r om the thre e - yea rol d group.

Th er e is a poss ibilit y that th e hi ghe r scores of the three -

year - old boys is due to the fact that a ll of them were thr ee-ye ar s - eight mon ths in age and are being compar ed t o g irl s wh o range in age from
thr ee - year s - four -months to thre e - ye ars - eight - months.
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DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS
Hypothesis 3 and Hypothesis 4 , respectively, deal with the age and
sex factors as they might apply to the number identification skills of
preschool children .

This section will discuss the findings from this

research regarding the number identification ability of each of the
four age -s ex groups.

Each group will be discussed separately begin-

ning with th e younger groups; following the four group discussi ons th er e
will be a brief summary of the findings concerning the age and sex of
the preschool child as it applies to his ab ilit y to recognize and
correctly label specif ied numbers of objects.
with eac h age-sex grou p discussion .

Two tables will appear

Th e first table deals with an in-

dividual analysis of th e correct r es pons es of that particular group.
The total number of correct resp onses per chi ld are listed; this is also
broken down into two separate scores.

These scores are:

the total numb er

of correct responses made on th e first set of tasks which were of one
color, and t o tal number of correct r es ponses on tasks involving blocks

of two colors .

The response scores of the children in the younger age

group (thr ee-ye ars-four-months) are presented first and they th en procede down the column to the scores of the older children (three-yearseight-months) of the group.

This allows for a comparison of any develop-

mental seq uence within the age range if any existed.

present s

The second tabl e

the total number of subjects r esponding correc tl y t o all four

of the tasks, to three of the tasks, t o two of the tasks, one of the
tasks, or to none of the tasks presented in ea ch set.

It will als o list
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th e pe rcent of the group who mad e the specified number of correct r es pon ses pe r se t.

Number Identification Ski lls
of Three-Year -O ld Girls
Considering the two hypo theses mentioned previously the researcher
antic ipated that the group of three-year-old girls would perform better
than the thr ee -year-old boys , but not as well as the girls or boys of
the four -year - old age group.

There were 12 subjects in this group .

In

this group not one of them r espon ded correctly in identifying and
co rre ctly labeling all of th e 8 tasks .

There was one child, whose age

was three- ye ars - four - months, who made on l y one incorrect response and

i t wa s made on the second set of tasks which involved blocks of 2 colors
for the number 7.

Her response was " 8" (Tabl e 1).

Another child, age three -yea r s-s ix-months, made only two incorrect

r es pons e s and they were both in labeling 7 as "6."

One child made 5

cor r e ct r es pons es , 3 children followed with 4 correc t responses which
was a score indicating correct responses for one - half of the tasks .

The

o ther half of the total group of thr ee - year - old girls did not r espond
corr ec tly t o one -half or more of the t otal number of ta sks presented to
th em.

Two subjects made 2 corr ec t responses, 3 c hildren made only 1

correc t response and 1 child did not make any correct responses.

These

figures in Table 1 involve individual subject responses.
In comparing the total number of correct responses made on the first
se t of ta sks involving only blocks of 1 color, the researcher found 19
correct responses, and on the second set of tasks which involved the
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Ta bl e l.

Individual analysis of correct responses of thr ee - year - old
~ 12)

girls on one color and two color block tasks (N

Sex -Age

G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G

3-4
3-4
3- 5
3-5
3- 5
3-6
3-6
3-7
3-7
3-8
3- 8
3-8

One color tasks

Two color tasks

correc t number
of responses

correct numb er
of responses

3
4
0
l
0

Total number of
correct responses
for both tasks

2
3
2
l
l
3
0
l
l
2
l
l

3

0
3
3
2
0
0

5
7
2
2
l
6
0
4
4
4

blocks of 2 colors there were 18 correc t responses.

Considering the

three-year - old girls all together the res earcher found the combined
percentage of correct respons e s on the entir e test to be 38 percent.
There were four subjects who improved their number of correct
responses on the second set of tasks.

It was interesting to note that

their total numbe r of correct responses on the first set of tasks was

zero, and th en on the second set of tasks which did involve blocks of
two colors they did g ive one or two correct responses.

It did not

appear to the author that there was evidence of a practice effect because
of the pattern of responses obtained from each of the subjects involved.
Their responses had been quite random ones; two o f the subjects only
verbal l y responded while the other two counted.
was not sequential.

However, their coun ting

There was a t endenc y in this group of four subjects

to repeat number labels rather than to hav e a purposeful correct labeling
goal in mind.

These four children ranged in age from three-years - five -

months t o three-years - eight-months.
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Th e fewer the number of correct responses made by the child the
fa rth e r their response deviated from the correct one, and the less

l ogica l the verbal label was for that specific task.

The child r e -

spo ndingincorrectly in most cases did not usually respond with a label
th a t was only one numeral more or less than the label r equired to be
correct.

I t wa s interesting to note that the child who made no correct

r e sponses to any of the tasks used only the number label s 2 thr ough 10.
As a total group the subjects responded with labe ls l through 10, 14,
and 19.

This did not appear to the researcher to be an extremely wide

range of responses for the numbers 4, 5, 7, and 8.

Ther e was on ly one

r e spo nse of "14 11 given for the number 8 and one response of "19" given

f or the number 7.
The responses of this same group t o being asked to count as far as
the y could indicated that most of them were only familiar with numbers
of one decade or less; there were a few exceptions when the children

had ended the correct counting sequenc e and th en added a few larger
numbe rs out of sequence.

It a ppeared that they were familiar with the

ve rbal labels for the larg er numbers but did not use them as often.
The r e was one child who did not respond to the first task (4 blocks
of one color) and one child who responded with an, "I don 't know," to

the task involving 7 blocks of one color .

This child respond ed most

of the time with "5"; she also gave the response of 19 mentioned above .
On one of her responses of "5" she counted in the following way:

3, 23, 28, 29, 5."

"1, 2,

Her answer to the ta sk involving 8 blocks of two

colors was then "5" even th ough her counting was very non-s e qu ential in
one section .
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One child whose age was three-years-four-months made a total of
4 correc t r es ponses on the first set of tasks which involved only blocks
of one co l or; there were no children in this age-sex group who made 4
correc t responses on the second set of tasks involving blocks of tw o

colo r s (Table 2).
There were 4 children responding correctly to all but one of the
t ask s on the first set, but on the second set of tasks there were only

2 subjects responding correctly to 3 of the 4 tasks presented them.

On

the one-color block set there was l child who responded correctly to
half of the tasks and l child who labeled only l of the tasks correctly.
On the second s e t of tasks 3 children responded correctly to half of the
tasks and 6 children responded correctly to l task.

Five children made

no correc t responses on the first set of l color blocks while only

child did not respond correctly to any of the tasks on the second set .

Table 2.

Total number and percent of correct responses of three - year old girls on number identification tasks (N = 12)

Possible number of
corr ec t responses

per child
4 correct responses
3 correct
2 correct
l correct
0 correct

Total

responses
responses
response
responses

One color block tasks
Number
Pe rcent
responding
responding
cor r ectly
correctly
l
4
l
l
5
12

8
33
8
8

41

Two color block tasks
Number
responding
correct l y

0
2
3

6
l
12

Percent

responding
correctly
0
16
25
50
8
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As was mentioned previously there did not appear to be a practice

effe ct in this age group even though the subjects were pr esen ted with
the same number of objects on the second set of tasks involving two
co l ors as th ey encountered on the first one color block tasks.

The

eff e ct of blocks of two colors on the subject ' s responses is discussed
in another section as is their response rat e to spec ifi c numbers of

blocks.

A comparison of this particular group with the other thr ee

age-sex groupings fol lows the individual discussions of each group .
Number Identification Skills
of Three-Year-Old Boys
In consideration of Hypothesis 3 (age) and Hypothesis 4 (sex) this
particular group was the one the aut hor felt would score the lowest of
the four groups .

It should be no t ed that all of the 8 subjects in this

group were three-years-eight-months in a ge .

There were no younger

three-year-old boys (three-years-four-months to three-years-seve n-months)
who would participate or who were enrolled at that particular time in

the Child Deve l opment Laboratories.

For this reason there were only

8 three - year-old boys included in this res earch project.
One child responded with 8 correct responses out of the possible
total of 8.

The tr end did not carry through this group, and the next

in line was l child who made 5 correc t responses.

Following there was

boy with 3 correc t responses, 2 boys making 2 correct responses each,
boy with

correct response, and 2 boys who made no corr ec t responses

on any of the 8 tasks (Table 3).
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Table 3.

Individual analysis of cor r ect resp ons es of thr ee - ye ar- o l d
boys on one co l or and two co l or bl ock tasks (N = 8)
One color tasks

Sex-Age
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

3-8
3- 8
3- 8
3- 8
3- 8
3-8
3- 8
3- 8

correct number
of responses

4
1
0
2
1
1
0

Two c o lor ta sks
cor r e ct numbe r
of r e sponses

Total number of
cor r e ct responses

for both tasks

8

4
0
0

0
5

3

2
2
0

1
1
0
2

3

The author compared the total numbe r of c o rr e ct r esponses for the

task s involving blocks o f only 1 co l or and found that the indiv idu a l
children in this group made 10 corr ec t responses.

This i s a corr ec t

res ponse rat e for this group of 31 pe rc en t on th e 1 color bl ock t as ks.
There is an i nc r ease of 1 co rr ec t r e sponse for the t o t a l gr ou p on the
second set of t as ks.

The increase in 1 corr ec t r e spons e did not alt e r

the pe rcentage score a grea t deal as it only rai sed t o 34 percent.

The

t otal corr ec t r e sponse rat e for the thr ee -year- old boys was 32 perc e nt.
Two of the boys in this group impr ove d the ir correct response scores

on the second se t of tas ks by 1 cor rec t response.

One child labeled the

7 blocks on th e fi rst set of tasks as "5 11 in a verba l response only.

did co unt some of the blocks and on th e second set o f tasks he did
lab e l the task involving 7 blocks correctly.

His other responses were

all corr ec t with the exception of number 8 on bo th sets; thes e he
labeled as "7" on both tasks .

This may have been due t o the child's

countin g and touching th e blocks the second time .

Thi s seems more

He
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fe as ible or probab l e to th e au th or .

The other child wh o i ncreased th e

number of correct r es ponses he made on t he second se t from the first set

correc tly l abe led the ta sks involvi ng 5 and 8 blocks .

Hi s only correc t

response on th e f ir s t set of t asks was on th e ta sk involving 7 blocks.
This child had a t endency t o move his fingers quick l y over th e blocks
in a crawling mo tion ; he verbally counted but of t e n lab e l ed the task with
the number which was l mor e than the actual number of cubes present .

He

talked quickly and l eft out some of the ve r bal labels as he counted ; he
then ended up with the verbal lab e l 2 hi gher than the one required fo r
the task .

Hi s cor r ec t r espons es on the second se t of tasks were th e

last two respons es for the entir e test; the author fe lt that it was
po ssib le that th i s child wa s just beginning to coordinate his coun ting
and finger moveme nts.

Both of these boy s gave answers which were very

nea r the correc t ones on ea ch t ask and th e a uthor fee ls that there may
have been some fam iliarit y with the numbers of cubes on e a ch t ask the

second time t hese boys encount ered them.
In this age-sex gr oup the r ese archer did not eve r ha ve th e res pons e
of "1'' given; there we r e a l so no verbal l abels of "ll" or "1 2" and only
l response of "10" was given .
responses , par t icul ar y,

11

They did r espond with a numbe r of t een

16,' ' "1 7 , " and "19."

Mos t of th ese responses

came f r om one c hild who be g an hi s counting on " 3" and counted correct l y

in sequence to

11

6 11 then began namin g teen numbers in any ord er .

His

individua l co unting followed this same patter n, but this will be discus sed
in the counting sec ti on .

The ve r bal responses of this gr oup of subjects rang ed from "2" t o
"19."

One child r es ponded with the verbal labels of "2 , 11

11

3, 11 and "4. 11

7l
Stil l another mentioned only

"2, " and "6.''

There were 2 boys responding

with only the verba l l abels required for this t est:

4, 5, 7, and 8.

Two boys used various numbers from "3" through "1 0" and the on e chi l d

me nt ioned previously gave al l high teen r es pons es and a "6. "

The tendency

for these boys was to remain in the first decade of number names with

the exception of one child .
range of more than 3 numbers .

On l y 2 children used number names from a
There were 2 boys in this group who did

no t use any of the required verbal labels for t hese tasks, namely , 4, 5,
7, or 8.
Table 4 compares the numbers and percentages of correct responses
of subjects responding wi th a specif i ed number of corr ect responses.

There was

subject who r esponded corr ec tl y t o 4 of the possib l e 4

r es ponses on the first set of t asks and to 4 of the tasks on the seco nd
set correctly.

This was the same c hild i n bot h inst anc es.

He was able

to respond correct l y t o each t ask (Table 4).

Table 4 .

To t al numb e r and percent of correct responses of thr ee - yearold boys on number identification tasks (N = 8)

Possible number of
correct r esponses

per child
4 correct responses
3 correc t r es ponses
2 c orrect responses
1 cor rect response
0 correct responses

Total

One co l or b l ock ta sks
Number
Percent
r esponding
responding
correctly
correctly

1

12

0

0

1

12
50
25

4

2
8

Two color b l ock t asks

Number
responding
correctly

1
1
1
2
_l
8

Percent

r esponding
correc tly

12
12
12
25
37
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The re was 1 child who responded correctly to 2 of the tasks on
t he f k rst s e t and 1 who responded corr e ctly t o 2 tasks on the second
s et.

This response did not come from the same child; they were individual

ch i ldren responding in this way.
The majority of three-year-old boys responded to 1 task correc tly
on both sets or they made no correct r es pons es on the test.

perc e nt of the subjects on th e first set of tasks made only
corr ec t responses.

Seventy-five

or no

There was a slight increase in the number of correct

r e spon ses made on the second set of tasks by the three - year - old boys.
Number Identificati on Skills
of Four-Year-Old Girls

This group was the one predicted to do the best on the number
id e nti f ication tasks on the basis of Hypothesis 3 (age) and Hypothesis
4 (sex).

In the individual analysis of the performance of th e subjects

of this group (Table 5), we note that only 1 of the ll girls was able to
r e spond correctly to all of the 8 tasks .

She was four-years-eight-months

of age .
Of the 3 girls respondin g with only 2 incorrect respons es on the
total test, there was 1 girl who responded correctly to all 4 of the
tasks on the secon d set and then mad e 2 incorrec t responses on the first
set of tasks.

Her incorrect responses we r e made when she did not ver-

ba ll y count the blocks.

One of the other girls who did count each block

still labeled 2 of the tasks l number higher than they actually were .
The third subject who made 6 correct responses skipped 1 block in
counting the 7 c ubes in the first set of tasks and labeled i t as " 6 . "
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Table 5 .

Individual analysis of correct responses of four-year-old
girls on one color and two color block tasks (N = 11)
One color tasks
correct number
of responses

Sex-Age
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G

4-4
4-4
4-4
4-4
4-5
4-6
4-6
4-6
4-6
4-8
4-8

Two color tasks

Total number of

correct number
of responses

correct responses

0
3

0
3
2
0
0
1
1

4
1
0
1
2
2
2
l

0

6
6
1
0
2
3

4

6
4

2
0

4

for both tasks

1

4

8

He r other incorrect response was in labeling the 8 blocks of 2 colors
as "5."

This may have been influenced by the blocks of 2 colors as she

correctly labeled the number of blocks the first time she encountered
the task involving 8 cubes.
tasks on each set.

One subject r es ponded correctly t o 2 of the

It was int e r es ting to note that she gave onl y verbal

r es ponses on the f irst set of tasks and confused 4 and 5 labeling them
just the opposite of what they were; she did label 7 and 8 correctly .
On the second set of tasks she again labe led 5 incorrectly, but 4 was
labe led accurately.

Five was labeled as "8" and 8 was lab eled as "9."

There was 1 child who responded c orrectly 3 times; her responses
wer e correct on the 4 and 7 tasks of the first set and the 8 task of the
secon d set.

10, 11.

Her responses were interesting to note:

4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,

They did not a ppear in this se quence, but no verbal l abel for a

number was repeated more than once.

One child gave 2 correct respons es

and both were on the task involving 4 blocks.

Her responses were as
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fol l ows and in the sequenc e qu oted:

" 4, 5, 6, 7, 4, 5, 6, 7."

These

were t he only verbal labels she gave and there was no observabl e evidence
of counting.

There was no hesi tation and the child appear e d confiden t

i n g iving these answers.

Two subjects responded with l correct response

on the first set of tasks; their correct response was on the task involving 4 blocks of l color.

There were 2 girls who responded incorrectly

to e ach of the tasks presented to them.
indivi dual ones.
very uni qu e l y.

The responses they gave were

One child who was four-years-five-months of age responded
Her respons e to the first task involving the 4 cubes of

l color was, "5. 11

After she responded she kept mouthing this number

name then she began to mouth the name of the following number in the
counting sequence.
immediate reply was,

When she was presented with the second task her
11

6. 11

This method of mouthing the n ex t number name

in the counting sequence prevail e d throughout the testing and her responses in the succeeding tasks were :

" 5, 6, 7, 10 , 11, 12, 13, 14."

The other subject who gave no correct answers to any of the tasks
responded to 5 of the 8 tasks with, "5. 11
cubes of

color she responded with, "3,

cub es of 2 colors her response was, "7."

However, on the task with
11

and on the task involving
She also responded to the

task requiring a response of 8 on the second set as "3."

This child did

not eve r count or touch the blocks, but looked at the task briefl y and
then stared at the researcher and responded.

At times she was very

hesitant to give an answer, but this did not continue throughout the
tes t ing.
There were 20 correct responses from this group on the first set
of tasks ; this r e present s 45 percent of the group who responded correctly.
On the second set of tasks where color was a new variable or stimuli there
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were 17 correct r es ponses.

38 percen t.

The percent of correct responses dropped to

The total correct response rate for four-year-old girls was

42 percent.
The range of verbal lab els given by the four - year-old gir ls was
from 3 through 15.

The teen number labels were all used by subjects

who did not observab l y count the blocks, but who appeared to be giving
verbal responses only.

It was int e rest ing to note that no responses of

1, 2, or 3 with the exception of 1 child responding with "3."

Every one

of the subjects responded with at least 2 of the verbal labels which
were required to be correct for these tasks.
mentioned all 4 of these numb er lab e ls.
mentioned

11

6

11

Seve n of the 11 children

Over half of the subjects

in their verbal labeling of the number ident if ication

tasks of the entire test.

Five of the subjects responded with only

alien verbal label on any of the 8 tasks.
The re was quit e an even spread of the group on the numb er of correct

responses which were made on the 8 tasks (Tab l e 6).

Table 6.

Total number and percent of correct responses of four -yea r- o l d

girls on number identification tasks (N = ll)

Possible number of
correct responses

per child
4 correct
3 cor rect
2 corre ct
1 correct
0 correct

Tota l

responses
responses
responses
response
responses

One color block tasks
Perc en t
responding
correctly

Number
responding
correctly

Two color bl ock tasks
Number
Percent
responding

responding
correctly

correctly

18

18

2

l
3
3

9
27
27

1

9

2

18

2
2
4

18
18
36

ll

11
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The re were 2 subjects responding correct l y to all of the tasks on
the first set and 2 subjec ts r es ponding cor r ectly to a ll of the tasks
on the second s e t.

One child r e spond e d co rr ect l y t o a ll of the tasks on

both se ts, whil e 1 child r esponded correctly to all of the tasks on the
first se t and made 2 errors on th e seco nd s e t, and the other s ubj ect
made 2 errors on the first set but non e on the second set .

There was

individual who made an error on the firs t se t by labeling 7 as " 6"
and also l error on the second set of ta sks when she lab e l ed 8 as " 5 ."
There were 5 subjec ts who made l or 2 correct r esponse s on th e l color
block tasks and also the same number who responded c orr ec tl y to l or 2
of the tasks on the 2 color sets .

Two chi ldr en made no correct r es ponses

on th e l color block tasks and 4 s ubj ec ts made no correct responses on
the 2 color block tasks.
the t asks we re:

The children r es ponding incorrectl y to all of

the child who r es pond e d with a predominance of "5 "

re s pons es, the child who mouthed the f oll owing seq uential numb er in
the counting sequence and respond e d with th a t numb e r as soon as the

task wa s placed before her.
Two other ch i ldren respond ed incorr ec tl y to a ll of the tasks involvin g blocks of 2 colors.

The respons e s of th e s e girls were verbal and

no observa ble counting took pl ace .

One of the girls did r es pond with

th e corr ect v e rbal labels of 7 a nd 8 but she l abe led the tasks involving
4 and 5 cubes with these; the r es pons es for 7 and 8 respective ly were
"1 2 and 15 ."

The other girl r esponded wi th number names which were l

or 2 nume rals higher than the ones requir e d to be c orrec t on the task.
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Number Identification Skills
of Four-Year-Old Boys
The author ' s predictions for this group was that the subjects of

this group would do better than the three-year-old gi rl s, but not as
we ll a s the four - ye ar-old gi rl s.

It was also anticipated that the

ye a r ' s increase in age would cause the four-year - old boys to perform

be tt er than the three-year-old boys.
The oldest subject of this group was four - years-eight - months of
a ge and was the only child who responded correctly to all of the 8
numb e r identification tasks of this age group .
onl y

Two of the subjects made

error on the 8 tasks (Table 7) .
One o f the boys responded wi th ''Y' to the first task involved 4

bl ocks; he began counting on the second block and omitted the first one

i n touching and counting both.

The other child labeled

as "8" on

th e s e cond set of tasks which did involve the blocks of 2 colors.

Tabl e 7.

Sex-Age
B 4-4
B 4-4
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

4-5
4-5
4-6
4-6
4-6
4-7
4-8

Individ ual analysis of correct responses of four-year-old
boys on one color and two color block tasks (N = 9)
One color tasks

Two color tasks

Total number of

correct number
of responses

correct number
of r es pon ses

correct responses

2
0
2
3
0

2
0
2

4

for both tasks

4
0

4
7
1
7

2
0

1
3
2
0

0

4

4

8

4

4
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Three of the subjects r esponded correctly to one -hal f or 4 o f the
tasks .

There we re als o 2 who r espond ed inc orrectly t o all 8 of the tasks.

Of the subjec t s r es pondin g incorrec tl y t o one - half of the t asks, all of
th em made c o rr ec t responses on "4 11 and "5," but there was onl y
r es po n se of

11

7" and no correct respons es of "8."

correc t

The types of r espo ns es

gi ven by the 3 subjec ts who ma de no correct responses were more random

and of t en the verba l lab e l s we r e large r th an the ones required t o be
correc t on the t as ks.

Some of the i ncorrec t large answers were just

or 2 l ar ge r , but other times they we r e much larger and t een numbe rs.

One

child labeled the s econd s e t of tasks according to the groups of co l or ed
blocks.

For instance 4 was " 2 and 2; " this was the only correct grouped

r e spo nse but this same type of response was made for all of the 2 color
block ta sks .

One o ther child r es pond ed very randomly with verbal label s

and matched only 1 of the number of bl ocks pr esented on the task correctly .

For example, he label ed 8 as "4" and 4 as "5;" the se were bo th

on the fir st set of tasks and indicate the way some of his answers were

much t oo large while ot hers wer e onl y 1 lar ger .

All of his r esponses

were made after he had wiggled his fi nge r s ove r the blocks sometimes
ve rbalizing a number labl e and sometimes never verbalizing at all.

He was quit e confiden t in answering and did not hesitate at all befo re
his response.

One of thes e subjects also responded with "eleven t een"

and "19" on tasks with 7 and 8 bl ocks.

He also gave some very small

answers of "2" and "3" for 5 blocks, but his answers for 4 blocks wer e
"5" and

11

6. "

His responses were made after he had counted th e blocks;

howev er, he began with "1" and then went to "4" then on from the r e some -

times in sequence and sometimes not.

The first subject describ ed of this
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group as making no correct r esponses gave verbal labels on l y and did not

observ ably co unt on any of the tasks .
The range of verbal lab e ls for this gr oup was from 2 t o 19 and
include d

11

e leventeen . "

The te e n responses were usually

with th e smal ler ones omitted.
were "5," "6," "8," and "9 . "

11

18" and "19"

The most frequent incorr ect respons e s
They did respond with "8" many times, but

on tasks which required another label; many of the 8 blocks tasks
were incorrectly labeled als o .

One child co rrectly lahel ed the tasks

involvi ng 4 and 5 blocks but wh e n th e ones with 7 and 8 were pr esent ed he
either put up 10 fingers or said,

11

10."

This group answered 47 perc e nt of the tasks in the first set
cor rectly a nd 50 percent of the tasks involving blocks of 2 colors .

The

t o tal response rate of the four-year-old boys was 48 percent.
Th e r e were 2 of the individual s in this age-sex group who impr o ve d
their numb e r o f responses on the second set of tasks; both o f them made
l more correc t response on the second se t of tasks than on the first .

One child who made only
blocks on the second set.

correct response corr ec tl y labeled the 5
An other child correctly labeled all o f the

tasks on the second set after making l e rror on the first set of the
tasks on; his error was in naming the 4 blocks "3" after beginning to

count on the second block of the 4 pres e nt ed.
In considering the numb er of subjects responding correctly to 4
of the 4 tasks presented in each group (Table 8) there appears to be
appr oximat e ly the same percentage of correct number of responses in

each gr o up.

There were 2 subj ec ts who responded correctly t o all 4

of th e first set of tasks and als o 2 subjects responding correctly t o
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Tab l e 8.

Total number and percent o f correct responses for four-year-

= 9)

old boys on numbe r identification tasks (N
One col o r block tasks

Possibl e number of

Number
responding
correctly

co rrect resp onses

pe r c hild
4 co rr e ct responses
3 correct responses
2 corr e ct responses
1 corr ect response
0 corr ec t responses

To tal

Percent
responding
correctly

Two color block tasks
Number
Pe rcent
responding
r e sp onding
correctly
correctly

2

22

1

11

1

11

3

33

3

33

2

22

0

0

3

33

22
11

9

th e 4 tasks on the second set.

9

One child responded correctly to the

4 t asks on both sets whi l e 2 ind ividual subjects responded correctly to
an individual set correctly.

There was 1 s ubj ect responding to all but

l of th e tasks correctly on each set.
r espons e s was 2 per set.

The largest percentage of correct

Thirty-three percent of the subjects responded

corr ectly to half of the tasks on each set.

There was l child who made

onl y 1 c orr e ct r e sponse and this was on the second set of tasks.

There

were no correct responses mad e by 3 subj e cts on the first set of tasks
and on the second set of tasks there we re 2 boys making no correct

r esponses.

Comparison of Three-Year-Olds
and Four-Year-Olds

One of the hypotheses for this research project specifically was
co ncerned with the fac tor of the age of the child and the role it pla yed
in their ability to count, identify, and correc tly label a specified
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numbe r of objects.

The total correct respons e rate for the thr ee -

year-old subjec ts was 36 percent.

The girl s responded correctly more

oft e n than th e boys ; the respon se rat e with correct verbal labels for the
girls was 38 percent and for the boys of this age group it was 32 percent.

For the older group the correct response rate was higher than it

was for the younger age group.

It s t ood at 45 percent.

The opposite

trend occurred here as the boys had the higher response rate for this
age group with 48 percent correct responses and the girls f o ll owe d with
a cor r ec t resp onse rat e of 42 percent .

In comparing the percent of each age group who resp onded to 8
tasks, 7 tasks, 6 tasks, or 5 tasks correctly the author found that the
three - year-old group had 25 percent of its group members corr ectly
res ponding to at least hal f of the tasks .

The four-year-old age group

was once again about 10 percent hig her in their response rate than the
three-yea r- o ld children we re; the ir pe rcent of correct response for at

l east half of the tasks was 35 percent.

This means that ther e were fewer

membe rs of th e four-year-old group who made less than half of the r es ponses co rr ec tly.

The author did not find any significa nt differences in the performance ability of the subjects within th e ir own groups due t o their
dev e lopmental age.

There was a t e nde ncy for the younger three-year - old

girls to do somewhat bett er than the older three-year-old girls in thi s
par ticular group .

It was the author's feelings that this was due mo re

t o individual differences than possible developmental differences during
the 4-month period.

This tr end did not occur as noticeably in any of

the othe r groups as it did in the three-year-old girl group.
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Some interesting things that appeared to be connected with the ag e
of the child was preoccupation with specific numbers and the rang e of
t h e i nc orr e ct responses.

In the three-year-old age group there was a

muc h greater tendency for the subjects to respond 3 or more times
with the same verbal label to the various tasks presented him .

It is

o ften a repetition of the verbal label in succession rather than the
chi ld's r e peating the number randomly during the testing session.

The

num ber labels of 5, 4, 3, and 6 were popular for this repetition.

When

the c hildren responded to 3 or 4 tasks in succession with the same verbal
l abel they did not appear hesitant or puzzled by their responses.
was

There

four-year-four-month-old girl who had a preoccupation with "5"

and responded the majority of th e time with this verbal label.

The

general incorrect response range for the three-year-olds was fr om 1
or 2 t o 10 with a few children responding with teen numbers.
In the four-year-old group the beginning and ending numbers of the
in corre ct range increased.

The older children did not begin with 1 and

us ually not 2; most of their responses were 3, 4, or hi gher.

They went

mor e into the lower teen responses rather than the higher ones; however,
th ere were some responses of 18 and 19, but these came more from the
subjects whose counting and number identification methods were more
deviant than most.

There was an interesting number of responses of "6"

in this age group.

This number was the one omitted from the counting

sequence in the author's choice of numbers to be used in thi s test.

One

of the four-year-old boys also responded with "eleventeen" on 1 of the
tasks.

The older subjects appeared to have better command of the larger

numbers such as 12 and the early teen numbers because they were used
more often in sequence than randomly as they were used by the
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three - year - o lds .

The more difficult parts such as the transition from

10 into the teens was handled much better by the older group and the re
was a tendency fo r them to us e it more often .

There did seem to be a slight difference in the ability of the
chi ldr en to identify specified numb e rs of cubes and to then labe l them
correc tly.

The younger subj ects lagged behind the ones 1 year older by

about 10 pe rc entage points on their correct r es ponse rates.

The author

is inclined to indicate a slight improvemen t in these abiliti es with an
intrease in the subject 's age .

Therefore, it would appe ar that thi s

hypothe sis concerned with age would be supported in this ar ea of number
id e ntification ability of preschool children.
Comparison of Sex Differences on

Number Identification Skill
Hypo thes is 4 stated:

The girls of both age groups will make fewer

errors in coun ting and number identi fic ation than will the boys of the
same age groups .

On the correct response percentage scores th ere was

no difference in the rates between the boys and the girls .

The re -

searche r combined the 2 age groups fo r a t o tal sex group comparison and
found that both had a correct r espons e perc e ntage score of 40 perce nt.
In comparisons of the age groups, the three - year-o l d boys and the thre e year-old girls had exactly the same percent of subjects responding
correctly (25 percent) to at least half of the tasks on the en tir e
test.

There was a very s li ght

diff ~ <enc e

found in the four - year-old

age gr oup; ther e were 36 percent of the four - year-old girls r espond ing t o
5 or more of the tasks correctly as compared with 33 percent of th e boys
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of this same age gr oup .
Individual gr oup pe r ce ntages of co r rec t respons es i nd i ca t e tha t t here
were some sligh t d i f f eren ces be t ween th e sexe s within the a ge - sex

groups .

Thirt y-e i ght perc e nt was th e corr ec t response rat e fo r the thr ee -

year-old gir l s; the same rat e fo r th e boys of this age gr oup wa s 32
perc e n t.

I n the f our- year - o l d gr oup th e boys had a higher per centa ge of

correct r es po ns e s with 48 per ce nt wh i ch i s th e highest f or the ent i r e
group, and a 42 pe rc e nt c orr ect r e sp onse ra t e for th e g i rl s who were

four - yea r s - old .

A sl i ght diff e r ence was no t ed within the age gr oup s

which may be due to sex diff e r e nc e s in c ounting and numbe r id e nt ifica t io n

abi l i t y or they may be due to char act eristics of the subj ec t s of the
group .
The r es pon se s o f t he en t i r e gr oup we r e ana l yzed and t he auth or fo und

no unus ual t ec hniques or me th ods whi c h app eared t o be due t o th e sex of
the c h i ld.

The r e were no no ti ceabl e d iffe r e nce s on t heir inc orr ec t

verbal lab els fo r the tasks .

One un iq ue s ituati on which was only con-

nec ted with t he thr e e - year- o ld boys was that of the t otal gr oup of 8 ,
3 of them began co unting with

11

3 11 and neve r began c ounting on "1 . 11

In t he t hree-year- old gr oup the r e was one se t o f identical t win boy s;
t he auth or found it very inter es ting t o no t e the sim ilar i ti es and dif-

fe r e nces in th e ski ll s of th es e 2 b oys .

Th ey both began co un t i n g on " 3. "

The author f e lt tha t t his mi ght pos s ib l y be due t o t he i r ag e be ing 3 or
some imma turit y in ve r balizing as we ll a s c ounting and numb e r r ecog niti o n

s ki ll s .

They did count some in sequence on ce the y began on 3 .

In light o f the findings indic a t ed in t his resear ch th e a uthor f ee ls
tha t ther e ar e no r ea l s ignifi can t sex diffe r e nc e s when one c onsid e r s the
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over - a ll preschool group.

There may exist some small differences due

t o the child ' s sex, but from this research it would be impossible to
a ssert an influence from the factor of sex .

If a slight difference in

boys and girls' responses was noted the a uthor cou ld still not predict
earlier or better skill development in number identification for ei th er
of them because the results of the present res ea rch indicate that the
three-year-o ld girls out -performed the boys of their group, but the boys
in the four-year - old age group did better than the girls of their corres ponding ages.
other.

Therefore, one sex group did not appear superior to the

Hypothesis 4 was not proven and th e ref ore , the notion of sex

differences playing a big part in number identification skill would
have to be reject ed.

There is a pos sibility that there may be some sex

influence which would be involved in an interaction of sex and anot her
factor or factors.

Patterns and Content of

Responses for Four Cubes
For this research it was hypothesized that as more blocks were pres ented to preschool children, the difficulty of counting and of correctly
labeling th em would increase (Hypothesis 1) .

Four was the fewest blocks

presented in the test, and based on the above hypothesis the author anticipated more correct responses on the tasks involving 4 blocks than on

any of the o ther tasks which involved larger numbers of blocks of 2
colors on the subject's perceptions of the task .

It was anticipated

that more s ubjects would respond correctly to the task involving 4 blocks
all of l co l or than would respond correctly t o the task involving 4
blocks of 2 colors.
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The r esul ts of the number and percent of correct r es pon ses on the

t as ks invo l ving 4 blocks are indicated in Table 9.

The total correct

r es po nse r ate for tasks involving 4 blocks for the entire group of
s ubj ects was 57 percent .

The percen t of correct responses on th e first

se t of tasks whic h involve only blocks of 1 color was 60 percent.

This

droppe d a little on the second set of tasks where 2 colors of bl oc ks
we re presented to the subjects and it stood at 55 percent.
Forty percent of the respons e s were incorrect ones.

Includ ed in

this gr oup of incorrect responses were the following ver bal labels:
2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8 , 19, and one subject gave no response at all.

Most

o f the c hildren responding with " 3" were thre e -year-olds, and they gave
verbal responses very quickly without observably counting or touching

the blocks.

On th e tasks involving only blocks of l color there were

5 incorr ec t responses of "3; 11 3 of them were given by three-year - o ld

gir ls, 1 by a three-year-old boy, and the other 1 by the four - year-old
boy .

Tab l e 9.

Total number and percent of s ubj ec t s responding with correct
verba l label to four blocks all being one color and four
blocks that are of two colors (N
40)
Four one co l or blocks
Percent

Age-Sex

Number
responding
correctly

re spondi ng
correct l y

Four two color blocks
Number

Percent

responding
correctly

responding
correctly

Three-year-olds
Girls (N 12)
Boys
(N 8)

6
5

50
62

7
3

37

Four- year -olds
Girls (N ll)
Boys
(N 9)

8
5

72

21.

6
6

54
66

24

60

22

55

Total

58
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The only incor r ect r esponses for th e four - year - old group were

3 and 5.

These are number s just 1 l arger or 1 smaller than the one

required to be correct .

The thr ee-year- o l ds gave more incorr ect responses

in a wider range of number l abe l s .
Of t he 4 groups the four-yea r-old g irl s r e sponded with th e highes t
pe rcent of correc t responses (72 percent).

The three-year- o ld boys

fo llowed with 62 percent, th e fo ur-ye ar- o ld boys we re nex t with 55
pe rcent, and the group with the l owest percent of co rr ect responses was

the three - year - o ld girls with 50 percent for correct r esponses.
When the blocks were pr esented in 2 colo rs rather than all in
color, the results we re a littl e lower.

There were 22 correct r esponses

from a possible 40; this was a t ota l of 55 percent for correct res ponses .
As Table 9 indi cat e s the four-year-old boys r es ponded with th e hi ghest
number of correc t verbal label s ( 66 percent) fo r tasks inv o l v ing 4
blocks.

This was an increas e of 11 percent over their r es ponse rate on

the first set i nvo lvi ng onl y blocks of 1 color.

The thr ee - year - old girls

a l so increased thei r rate of cor r ec t responses from 50 percent t o 58

percent whi l e the t hr ee -yea r- o ld boys and the four - ye ar- old girls de creased their numbers of c orr ec t r es ponses .

It is possibl e that there

may have been some type of practice effec t whe n the tasks we r e present ed
a ll in one test session; the subj e ct s did e ncounter th e same numbe r of

blocks twice going through ta sk 1 and t as k 2 fo r each numb er of bl ocks .
The r e sults of th e research show that the r e we r e some individual c hildr en
who res ponded incorrectly the f ir st time they e nc ountered the specified
number of blocks and then were able to respond co rrectl y on th e second
task.

The r e were also some children who r espo nded correctl y the f irst

time and incorrectly the second time they had the number.

It was felt
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by the author that the introduction of blocks of 2 colors did have an
effec t on the number rec ogniti on of some individual children.

Patterns and Content of Responses

for Five Cubes
Hy pothesis 2 was based more on observation of preschool children and
working in the Chi ld Development Laboratory than on res earch .

There was

no research found which stated that pr esc hool children would be able to
recognize and corr ec tly label 5 objects be tter than other numb e rs of
objects.

The author felt that there was a possibility

of''~'

being a

number that these preschool children might be very familiar with through
repetition of songs and fingerplays involving the numbers 1 through 5
and beginning or ending on this number.

There was als o th e possibility

of their being familiar with 5 because they do have 5 fingers and 5
toes per hand and foot .

Based on this reasoning the hypothesis was

developed and 5 blocks were included in the test in hopes of discovering
if 5 did have particular meaning for these preschool children.
The third task on each set contained 5 wooden cubes; on the first

s e t there were blocks all of l color (natural wood) .

Based on the

hypothesis mentioned above the author felt that there would be more
responses of ''5'' than of any other number.

It was also fhypothesized

that there would be more correct res pons es on 5 blocks than on others .

Tab l e 10 indicates that on the firs t set of tasks invo lvin g on l y the
blocks of 1 color that there were 15 correct responses to the 5 blocks.
This represented 37 perc en t of the total group of 40 children who
r es ponded correc tl y to this task.

On the second set of tas ks in which
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Table 10.

Total number and percent of subjects responding with correct
verbal label to five blocks all being one color and five
blocks that are of two colors (N = 40)

Age-Sex Group

Five one color blocks
Number
Percent
responding
responding

Five two color blocks
Percent
Number
responding
responding

correctly

correctly

correctly

correctly

Three -year-olds
Gir ls (N
12)
Boys
(N = 8)

5
2

41
25

6
4

50
50

Four-year-olds
Girls (N
11)
Boys
(N = 9)

3
5

27
55

4
7

36
77

15

37

21

52

Tota l

the re were 3 red blocks and 2 natural color ones, the percent of correct
r e sponses increased to 52 percent.
the total group.

There were 21 correct responses from

The total correct response rate was 45 percent.

This

response pattern was not expected as it was hypothesized that the tasks

invo lving the blocks of 2 colors would be more difficult for the preschool
c hild to identify due to the presence of the 2 distinct concepts presented
th e chi ld.

There was the aspect of repetition to be considered here;

however, on the other 3 numbers used there was a slight decrease in the

percentage of correct responses on the tasks involving the blocks of 2
colors as compared with the correct responses for tasks involving blocks

of 1 color.

It does not appear that seeing the same number of blocks

a second time was the reason for this increase in correct responses.
The color variable did not appear to have an adverse effect on the number
recognition of 5 cubes.
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On the firs t set of tasks which involved bl ocks of l color only th e
three - year - old g irls r esponded corr ectly 41 percen t of the time .
incorrec t responses were:

2, 4, 7 , 10, and 3 responded with 6 .

The ir
Four

of th e 7 incorrec t responses were just l lar ger or l small er than the
respon se r equir ed for the task.

The c hild responding with "10" gave only

verba l r es ponses and labeled 8 as 10 als o; she made no c orr ec t respons es
on th e entir e test.
of 25 pe rcent.
through 16.

Th e three - yea r-old boys ha d a correct r esponse rat e

The incorrect r espons es f r om this group ranged from

Four-year-old girls r e spond ed correctly to 27 pe rce nt of

the tasks; thei r incorr ect resp ons e s we re :

3, 4, 6, 7 , and 8.

The four-

yea r-old boy s had the highest corr ect r e sponse rat e and it wa s 55 pe rc ent.
Ther e we r e 4 incorrect respon ses with 1 eac h of 3, 6, 8, and 9.

On th e tasks involving the blocks of 2 colors the four - year - o ld
g irls mad e the l owest percent of correct r esponses (36 per ce nt).
incorrec t r es ponses were large numb e rs:

7, 8, 10, 13, and 6 .

The

Th er e was

no breaking the c ubes up according t o color and then supplying a small e r
number label indicating part of the gr oup; the children named them all
much larger than the y were .

The thr ee - year - old boys and the four - year -

old boys bo th r esponded with 50 pe rcen t corr ec t responses.

Th e ir in-

cor rec t r e sponses showe d an in fluence of the colored blocks as they
coun t ed ·e ach co l or group separat e ly and r espon ded with "2" or "3" as a
final response.

There were als o 3 high r es ponses of "8, 11 "1 0 ," and "1 6 ."

The gr oup wi th the highest number and percentage of correct r es ponses
wa s th e fo ur- year- old boys gr ou p .
perc e nt.

Their cor r ect respons e rat e was 77

The only incorrect r e spons e given by this group was "2 . "

There we r e 2 natural color blocks on this task.
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There we re 62 responses of "5" given by the sub j ects during the

entir e testing of number identification skills .

This was the highest

numbe r of r e sponses of a single verbal label in the test.

It was just

l more than the number of responses of "4" of which there were 61.

It

wa s anticipated that 4 might be a very familiar number to these preschool
children because half of them were four-years - o ld and it is also a number
whi ch they quite easi l y recognize and it is also mentioned just as often
as

11

5" is in the songs and fin gerplays .

Its placement is also very near

th e beginning or the end and this has an effec t on the remembering
o f the number.

Of the r esponses of ''4'' more were correct ones than

incorrect ones; there were 46 correct responses and 15 inc orrec t ones .

This is quit e different from the breakdown of correct and incorrect
responses of

11

511 on approximately the same total number of responses.

Of the r esponses of

11

5" 36 were correct and 26 were not correct.

There

was a higher correct response r a te on "4" than on "5 ."

Table 11 .

Total number of verba l r e spon ses of "five" on number identi -

fication tasks of one color blocks and two' color bl ocks of
any number sequence (N = 40)
Correct res2ons es

Ag e - Sex group
Three - year-old
Girls (N=l2)
Boys
(N= 8)
Four - year - old
Girls (N=ll)
Boys
(N= 9)
To tal

Incorrect res2onses
Two color

One color
block tasks

Two color
block tasks

One c olor
block tasks

5
2

6

4
3

3

4

4
7

6

5

...1

5
0

15

21

16

10

3

block tasks

2
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In order of the frequency of their occurrence the fo ll owing number
names were given during the enti r e test: " 6, " there were 30 responses ;

" 3," there were 20 r e sponse s; "2," there were 17 responses; and " 9, there
11

were 15 r es pon ses .

Even though ha l f of th e s ubj ec ts we r e three-years-

odl there we re only one-third as many r es ponses of "3" as there were
of "4."

Four and 5 were by far th e most frequent r esponses of thi s group
of preschool children .

This would lend suppor t to the hypo thesis that

preschool children do r ecognize and respond corr ec tl y t o 5 more than they
do to o ther smalle r numbers; however, if t he hypothesis were to s tat e the
number "4" th e evide nc e g athered in this research pr ojec t wou ld support

it very wel l.

Pat terns and Content of Res ponses

for Seven Cubes
Seven and 8 wer e selected for the study because of their increasing
amount and complex it y .

It was hypothesized that as the numbe r of blocks

increased th e diffi c ult y in correc tl y iden t ifying and labeling them would
a lso increase.

It was felt th at 7 wo uld be more difficult t o i d e ntify

but that 8 would be still mor e d i f ficult for the preschool childr en t o
correct l y labe l .

As on the other numb e r t as ks pr ev iously di sc ussed the

first set, which involved 7 blo cks of 1 co l or, was predict ed t o be the
eas ier of the 2 tasks involving 7 bl ock s t o identify and correctly labe l .
The second se t had some bl ocks of red and some of natural color and
Hypothesis 5 indicated that the intr oduc ti on of the sec ond co l or of
blocks would inc r ease the comp l exi t y of th e task.
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Twenty- eig ht percent of the subjec ts r e sponded correctly t o the
bl ocks on the entire te s t.

As was predicted in the hypothesis there

was a higher correct respons e rate for the first s e t of tasks involving

only 1 color; the re were 15 correct r e s pons es or 37 percent of the
subjec ts responded correctly to the 1 colored block task .

On th e task

involv ing the 7 blocks presented in red blocks and natural color bloc ks
there was a correct respons e rat e of 20 pe rcent .

On this number of

blocks there we re no age gr oups which improved the ir number of cor r e ct

responses on the second set of tasks involving 7 .

Eighty percent of the

r es ponses given on the ta sk invo lving 7 bl oc ks of 2 colors were inc o rr ec t.
Table 12 portrays the 4 separat e group r es ponses in percent and t otal
numbers of corr ec t respons es of " 7 ."

There was a high percentage of incorrect responses fo r the task
involving 7 one co l or blocks.
t o 13 .

The rang e of these respons es was fr om

There was 1 response of, "I don't know, 11 but the r est r e sp ond e d

Table 12.

Total number and percent of s ubjects responding wit h correct
verbal label t o seven b l ocks all being one col or and seven
bl oc ks that are of t wo co l ors (N = 40)
Seven one color bloc ks

Age-Sex group

Number
responding
correctly

Percent

r e sponding
cor r ectly

Seven tw o color bloc ks
Perc e nt
responding
responding
correct ly
correctly

Number

Thr ee - year -olds
Girls (N
12)
Boys
(N = 8)

4
2

33
25

0
2

0
25

four - year-olds
Gi rls (N
11)
Boys
(N = 9)

5
4

45
44

4
2

36
22

15

37

8

20

To t al
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t o each task invo lving 7 bl ocks .
(or 7 was "6 . "

There were 7 responses of "6" and this was followed by

5 res ponses of "5. 11
"4 .

11

The most frequent incorrec t respons e

There were 3 responses of "8" and 4 responses of

Eleven of the incorrect responses were numbers of 5 or less.

There were a ls o 3 respons es above 10, and they were 11, 12, and 13.
The three - year-o ld girl group was the only one not responding with a
number above 10; their highest incorrect response for 7 was a "9."

On th e second set which involv ed 7 bloc ks of 2 colors th e most
frequent i ncorrect respons e was "8 . 11
number.

The r e were 6 respons es of this

Other incorrect responses which were made repeat e dly were:

6, 3, 9, 2, 4, 5, and 12.

There was one response of "e l eventeen" by

a four-year-old boy.
Th e three - year-old girls had the lowes t response rate on the tasks
involving 7 blo cks.
of 24 responses.

They responded 4 times correc tly from a total

They respond e d with "6" 5 times and "8

11

3 times.

These responses are just 1 larg er or 1 smaller than the number required
to be corr ect .

There were 4 re sponse s of "3" and 1 response of "4

11

which indicated that there may have been an ef fect from the blocks of
2 colo rs.

These incorrect responses of "3" and "4" were all made on

th e tasks which involved blocks of 2 co l ors; there were 3 natural
co l or blocks and 4 red blocks presented on this task.
1 r es pons e eac h of 1, 2, 9 and 19 .

There was also

These responses were given by

s ubj ects who incorrectly lab el ed many of the other tasks .
The thr ee -year-old boys had 4 correct responses but due to their
smalle r number of subjects this made up 25 percent of their group
r es ponding correctly to 7 blocks.
but made no response of "8 . "

They responded with "6" 3 times,

They had 2 incorrect respons es of " 2 ,"

2 incorrect responses of "4," 2 incorrect responses of "5," and
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incorrec t response each of "9,"
involving

11

13," and "19."

Even on the task

colors of blocks there were no responses of "3" from

this group; there was only

incorrect response of "4 11 which indicated

a possib le effect of color on this age group .

Most of the incorrect

responses came from subjects who verbalized an answer with few coming

from those who actually t ouc hed and counted.
The four-year - ol d girls had th e highest correct response rate for
the 7 block tasks.

On the blocks of 1 color they had a correct response

rate of 45 percent and it was 36 percent on the tasks involving the
blocks of 2 co lors.

Their most frequent incorrect respons e was "5";

the re were 2 incorrect responses of this on each set.
responses of "6" and

There were 2

r es pon se of "8"; th e ir incorrect responses were

usually incorrect by more than 1 more or less than the number .
incorrect responses ranged from 4 through 12.

Their

There were no incorrect

r es ponses of "3 11 or "4" on the second se t of tasks, thus there appeared

to be no effec t on counting or identification due to the blocks of 2
co lors.

Thirty-five percent of the responses made by the four-year-old
boys were correct on tasks involving 7 blocks.

They had twice as

many correct responses on the task with blocks all of 1 color as they
did on the task involving blocks of 2 colors.

On this second set of

tasks there appeared to be a colo r effec t on on ly 1 child who labeled
that task and 3 times on the second task .
ma de by this group were:

Other incorrect responses

"6, " "4," "12," "eleven teen" and "18 . "

It appeared to t he author that 7 was a very difficult number for
the subjects to correctly label and identify compared to smaller
numbers.
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Patterns and Content of Responses

for Eight Cubes
Ac cording to the hypothesis about the increase in the number of
objects increasing the difficulty or complexity of the task, this was
predic t ed as being the most difficult of the 4 numbers to c orrectly
labe l and identify.

Thirty-one percent of the subjects responded

cor r ec tly to the tasks involving 8 blocks.

Comparing this with the

cor r e ct respons e rate for each of the other numbers we find that on
4 b l ocks

the correct response rate was 57 percent, it was 45 percent

f or 5 blocks, and 28 percent on tasks with 7 blocks.

According to

th e s e figures 7 was the most difficult of the 4 numbers for the subjects
t o correctly identify and label.
s ubj e cts to handle.

Eight was a difficult number for the

There was a high percent of incorrect responses

and the y included numbers 2 through 17.

The most frequent incorrect

r e sponse was "9" and there were 9 responses of this.
r e sponded with "9."

All of the groups

The next most frequent response was "7" and there

we r e

responses made .

we r e

larger or

This means that 16 of the incorrect responses

smaller than the number involved in the task.

frequent incorrect responses were:

5, 6, 10, 4, and 2.

individual responses of 14, 19, 18, 17, and 15.

Other

There were

These responses came

from subjects in each age group and they were often the subjects who
made other high teen number responses.

They employed carious methods

o f arriving at their answers; some counted, some gave only verbal
responses, and some touched the blocks and assigned random verbal

labels to them.
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Tab l e 13 indicated the number and percent of eac h age group respondi ng c orrectly to each of the tasks involving 8 blocks.
The three-year-old girls had th e highest correct r esponse r a t e of
the 4 groups.

Nine of their 24 responses were correct; 37 percent of

their responses were correct.

The group responding with th e next

highest perce nt of correct responses on tasks involving 8 blocks
wer e the fo ur-year-old boys with 33 percent correct responses.

The

fou r-ye ar-old girls followed and the three-year-old boys had the
l owest number of correct responses (18 percent).
Th e range of incorrect responses for the three-year-old boys was
f r om 2 to 17.

" 7. "

They responded frequently with "2," "3, 11 "5, "

11

6, 11 and

One subject responded with "3 red and 2 whi t e"; his response was

th e only one of this group which appeared to have been affected by the
colored blocks.

Tabl e 13.

The three-year-old girls had the fewest incorr ec t

Tota l number and percent of subjects responding with correct
verbal label to eight block all being one color and e i ght
blocks that are of two colors (N
40)
Eight one color blocks

Age -S ex group

Number

Percent

res ponding

responding
correctly

correctly

Eight two color blocks
Number
Percent
responding
responding
correctly
correctly

Thr ee -year-olds
Girls (N
12)
Boys
(N = 8)

4
l

33
12

5
2

41
25

Four-year-olds
Girls (N
11)
Boys
(N = 9)

4
_l

36

11

3
3

27
33

12

30

13

32

Total
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r es ponse s; however, they ranged from 2 t o 14 .
inc orr e c t r e sponses were:

Their most fr e quent

"5," "7 ," and "9."

The oth e r incorrect r esponses did not appear to be aff ected visibly
much by th e c olored b locks i n 2 groups .

The four - year - ol d girls

r e sponded with numbers from 3 t o 15 with "9" being th e ir most freq uent
r e sponse.

The r e a pp eared to be no major effect of the intr oduction

of th e second co l or of blocks on these subjects.

The r e was 1 four -

year-old boy who responded by verbally grou ping the colors and then
giving a response of "3 and 3" as he did for this task involving the
8 blocks of 2 co l ors.

It wou ld appear that the colored groups of

blocks had distracted him because he had correctly id enti fied 4 and 5
blocks on this same t es t and r e sponded with his fingers on th e task
involving 7 bloc ks.

The range of incorr ec t r esponses for the four -

year - o ld boys was from 4 t o 19 .
r es ponses of 9 and 10 and

There were 2 responses of 4,

response each for 3, 11, 18, and 19.

These ver y larg e and very small r esponses were gi ven by subjects who
cons istently r e sponded with this type of verba l label .

The percentage

of corre ct r e sponses for task s invo l v ing 8 blocks both with 1 and 2
co l ors of b l ocks was 33 percent.

All 3 of these sub j ec t s making up

this percent r e s ponded co rr ec tl y t o bo th t asks .

In this case if they

r es pond ed corre ctly to 8 blocks the first time they respond ed correctly
on t he second set a l so.

This occ urr ed once with the thr ee-year - old

boys, once with the four - year - old girls, a nd 4 times with the thr ee ye ar-old girls.
up:

Wit h th e three - year- old girls the same pattern held

i f they responded correc tl y to the 8 blocks on the first ta s k

they a ls o res ponded correct l y on the second tas k .
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As was hypothesized 8 was a difficult number for the preschool
child to correctly id entify and label; however, 7 was slightly more
diffic ult than wa s 8 .

The effect of the introduc ti on of blocks of

2 co lors on the second set of t asks involving 8 blocks wa s not a
negativ e one as had been hypoth esi zed .

Ther e was an increase in cor r ec t

responses of 1 .
Number Identification Me thods
As t he subjects each response d t o th e number identification t es t

the author i ndicat ed on the dat a shee t the method of arriving a t the
solut ion used b y ea ch subject .

The r e appeared 4 categories or 4

different methods employed by th e preschool ch ildren of thi s s tud y in
arriving at the answer which they gave t o the r e searcher.

The 4

types of r es ponses are variations of 3 gener a l types of r espons e :
verba l counting, physical touching of th e blocks, and verbal response
only .

The 4 combinati ons of these wer e:

physical t ouching and ve rbal

counting , no phys ical t ouching and verbal coun ting , some physical

touching and verbal response onl y , and no physic al t ouch ing and verbal
r esponse only .

There were o th e r possible combinations but none were

used by the subjects of this sample .
Table 14 indicates the numbe rs and pe rcentages of subjects from
each age - sex grou p employ ing these methods .

Physical touching wa s

evid enced when the subj ect touched, with hi s fingers or hand, th e
bl oc ks used in the test .

Mo st gene rall y the child touched each b l ock

with hi s finger if he did touch the bl ocks .

Verbal counting was any

verba lization of numbers be tween the time the child was presented with
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Tabl e 14.

Me thods of arr~v1ng at solution responses for numbe r identification tasks as observed and interpreted by researcher
Three-year-olds
Girls
Boys
No.
No .
7.
%

Me thod
Physical touching,
verbal counting

Four-year-olds
Girls
Boys
No.
No .
%
7.

37

3

27

2

22

0

12

2

18

0

0

8

12

2

18

5

55

37

4

36

2

22

8

66

0

3

No physical
touching, verbal
counting

Some physical
touching, verbal
response

No physical
touching, verbal
response

3

25

3

the task and when he gave his final response to the resear cher.

It

did not have to be sequential counting to be classified as verbal
c ounting.

Verbal response only refers to the child who did not count

aloud during the time the task was before

hi~,

but rather he gave on l y

1 v e rbal response to the researcher when he was r eady to answer the

question of "How many blocks are here?"

The chi ld may have been count -

ing silently but there was no observable evidence of this to the
researcher when it was classified here.

In comparing the t o tal numbers of subjects employing each of the
4 methods listed above the author found that 16 of the 40 subjects
(40 percent) both physicall y touched the blocks and counted them
verbal l y before givi ng a final r es ponse.

Thirty percent or 12 in-

dividuals employed the fourth method and did not touch any of the
blocks or count verba ll y, they gave a verbal response only.

Nine
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individual subjec ts (22 percent) did touch some of the blocks but
did not verbal ly count bef ore they r espond ed.

The least used method

empl oyed by th ese preschool children was that of ve rball y counting but
not touching the blocks.

Three subjects did this and accounted for

percent of the t otal group .
The thr ee - year - old girls prefer red the physical touc hing and verbal
counting as a means for arriving at their response.

There were 8 of

them who did this; this was the largest number of subjects from an
individua l group employing one me th od .

There were no thr ee -year- old

girls who did not t ouch the blocks as they counted .

There were 3 of

th e girls in this group who gave verbal responses only .

The four - year-

old gir ls employed this verbal response only method more than any
other one as 36 percent of them did not observab ly count or touch th e
blocks.

They did not seem to emp l oy one particular method a great

deal more than another one; they wer e s pread out among all 4 methods
much more than any other group.

The three-year - old boys were equa lly

divided between the physical touching and counting verbally and the
verba l r esponse only .
percent) .

There were 3 individuals in each group (37

In th e o ther method categories there was 1 in each .

The

four-year - old boys were mainly in the category of some physical contact
and some verba l response only .

Fif t y- five percent of these boys

arrived at their answers this way .

There were 2 in each of the follow-

ing ca tegories; physical touching and verbal counting, and verbal
response on l y .

None of the four-ye ar- old boys counted aloud without

touching t he blocks.
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Color Comments and Effects
Hypothesis 5 is concerned with the effec t that th e introduction of
the conc e pt of co l or will have on a task involving the concept of
number.

It states that:

Preschool children will make fewer errors

in identifying numbers of objects a ll of 1 color as compared with
numbers of objects in 2 colors.

On the first set of tasks the 4

specif i ed numbers were presented to the child all being of 1 color
(natural wood) .

On the second set of tasks the tasks were pr e sented

partly with blocks of r ed and the rest were of natural wood color.
Th ey were uniform in all respects but their color.

The author hypothe-

sized that having the blocks presented in 2 colors would have an
adverse effec t on the numb er identification responses of the pr e schoo l subjects.
In an at t empt to analyz e this the author wrote down any comments

made by the subjec ts which concerned the color of the blocks during the
t e sting session.

From the 40 subj ects there were on l y 11 who commented

on the color of the bl ocks; this was 27 percent of the group.

The

au thor a l so s tudied the re sponses of the children in relation to the
color groupings of the blocks on the second set of tasks.

Any res -

ponses which were observed as being affected by the color groupings
of the blocks were tabulated.

The results of the findings in these

2 areas were then categorized as to whether or not the color had
appeared to have a significant effec t on their response .

gor ies were devised, they were:

Four cate-

(1) comments on colors , observable

effects; (2) no co lor comments, but observable effects; (3) comments
on co lors, but no observable effects; and (4) no comments on colors and
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no observabl e effe cts.

Table 15 indicates the t ota l numbers and percent-

ages of subjects from each age sex group as they fit into these categori es .

The significant finding from this area of the research is that the
colored blocks apparently had no effect at all on the four - year - old
g irls.

They made no comments on the colored blocks and there was no

obse rvable effect noted in their responses t o the second set of tasks .
The group commenting the most on the colored blocks was the three - yearold gir l s; they also evidenced t he gr eatest number of effects from the
2 distinct color group i ngs of the b l ocks.
three-year-old girls were:

Some of t he comments made by

"There's a red one!, 11

11

Some are red and

some ar e white," "One red, one red, one white , one white, 11 and" That's
a red one again. "

Some of these subjects went down the line of blocks

labe ling them by co l or first, then they counted them on the second
time .

In co unting the blocks some only counted one of the color

Table 15.

Total numbers and percents of subjects commenting on the
colored b l ocks and showing possible effec t s of the color
groupings in their responses to number iden t ification tasks

Age-Sex group
Three-year-olds
12)
Girls (N
Boys
(N = 8)
Four-year-olds
Girls (N
11)
Boys
(N = 9)
Tota l

Comments--

No comments -- Comments- -

No comments -

Effects
No.
%

Effects
No.
%

No effects
No.
%

3
2

0

25
25

3
0

25
0

4

33
12

2
5

16
62

0

0
2

0
22

0
0

0
0

11
6

100
66

12

5

12

24

60

11

6

No effects
No.
%

15
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groups and then qui t before goin g onto the next group .

One four - year -

old boy and 3 three - ye ar- o ld boys commented on the co l or ed blocks .
The fo ur- year- o ld commented that there were " 2 of e ach" on th e task

inv o lving 4 bl oc ks; he then went on t o gro up all of the o the r tasks
which followed, but most were incorrect.
men ts were:

The three-year-old boys com-

"He re's a red!," "Two red and 2 white," and

11

1 want t o d o

the green ones ."

Twe lve percen t of the subjects commented on the col or ed blocks but
there we r e no obse rvable effects on the i r number identificati o n.

There

was another 12 percent who did no t comment on the colors but evidenced

e ff e cts of th e co l or groups in their r esponses .

These we r e the subjects

who would respond with "3" for 7 o r 5 , "4" fo r 7 or 8,

11

2" for 4 or 5 .

There wer e 11 subjects who showed observable evidence of effec ts of
th e presence of blocks of 2 colors; this was 27 percent of the s ubj ec ts.
The pe rc entage of subjects commenting on color was th e same as this one ;

however , it should be remembe red that not al l of the subjects who
comme nted on the col ored bl ocks we re effec t ed by them, and not al l of
th e subjects who we re effected by th e 2 co l ors of bl ocks commented on
the 2 colors .

There appears t o be individual response factors_involved .

It was interest ing to no t e the t o tal perce nts of correct responses

on th e 4 numb e rs used in this r esearch .

It was hypothesiz ed that th e

percent of co rrect responses would decrease on the second set of tasks

which involved the blocks in 2 col ors.

This trend seemed to be seen

on the tasks involving 4 blocks as the percent of correct resp onses

decreased from 60 percent on the 1 c ol or bl ock tasks to 55 percent
on the tasks i nv olving both co lors of blocks .

The opposite happened

lOS
on Las ks involving 5 blocks as th e pe r cen t o f correc t respo ns es in c r eased

f r om 3 7 percent to 52 percent.

On 7 th e tr end was much the same as on

4 a nd the pe rc e nt of correct responses for the l color block task was
highe r than that involving the red and natural color blocks.

The

percentage de crease from the first t o the second task was from 37 perc e nt

to 20 percent.

The tasks involving 8 blocks were more consistent in

th e res ults of each set of tasks.

There was a slight incr ease of

pe rcent as th e correct response rat e on the 1 c olor blocks was 30 percent
and it rais ed t o 32 percent on the second set of tasks.
When the tasks were presented t o the subjects the order of pres entation was:

4, 7, 4, 8.

The author noted that there was a slight nega-

tive ef fect, possibly from the color on the 4 block tasks and also on
the 7 block tasks.

These were the first 2 tasks presented and the

decrease in co rr ec t responses was grea t er fo r 7 than for 4.

There was

an increase in the number of correct responses on the second task
invo lving

blocks and when the task involving 8 blocks was present ed

th e r e was only a very slight increas e not ed.

The author feels that the

effect might have decreased as the familiarity wi th the 2 col ors of
blocks increas ed.

Patterns and Content of Responses
on Counting Skill
Three-year - old girls
The purp ose of the counting section was to analyze the ve rbal count-

ing of the preschool child and compare the counting ability with the
number r ecognition ability of individuals and gr oup s of children.
Table 16 presents an individual analysis of the counting skill of th e
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Tabl e 16.

Individual anal ysis of co unting abi lity of thr ee - year - o ld
girl s (N = 12)
Recorded co unting t o t erm inati on

Se x-Age
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G

1, 2, 5, 4, 5
to 14 then 16
1 to 5 the n 7, 8
1 to 4, then 8, 9, 17
13, 16, fiveteen
1 to 8
4, 5, 7'
1 t o 12 then 20
1 t o 14
1 t o 7 then 4
1' 2' 4
1' 2, 3, 8

3-4
3- 4
3-5
3- 5
3-5
3- 6
3-6
3- 7
3 -7
3- 8
3- 8
3- 8

subjec t s.

It indicates the beginning, termination, and inc orrect

points.
The r e we re 2 subjects who did not beg in counting on 1, rathe r one

rand om ly verbalized 3 numbers:

"13, 16, five t ee n," and the othe r child

r e peated , "4, 5 , 7," and then quit .

The r es t of the subjects in thi s

gro u p corr ec tly began on 1 and fo llowed it with 2.
ind ividua l differences c ame int o focus .

This was wher e the

Two of the children we r e able

t o co unt correctly t o 14 while some o thers counted to 2.

Th ere was a

wid e range of counting abilities as th e r e was of number identific ati on

ski ll s.

Ta bl e 17 indicates the intervals of 5 to which the three-y ea r-

old gir l s r esponded correctly.
Six, or one-half, of the subjects were unable to count in c orr e ct

seq ue nc e t o 5.

There were 3 who count ed correctly to betwee n 10 and 15,

but none of th em were able to correctly count the interv al of 1 thr ough
15.

10 7
Tabl e 17.

Counting length and correctness of sequence of three-yearold girls (N = 12)

Inte rval

Number correctly
completing interval

Perc ent correctly
completing interval

6

50
25
0
0

to 5 correct se quence
t o 10 correct sequence
to 15 correct seq uence

3

Beyond 15 correct sequence

0

0

The range of verbal labels provided by th ese childr en on th e number
identification tasks was f r om 1 to 10 pl us 14 a nd 19.

In the counting

exercise th e subjects r es pond ed with a pproximately this same range.
There we r e the 2 children who counted correctly to and inc luding 14;
there were a l so a few random larger numbers whic h the s ub jects repeat.
It appears that the counting sequence involves the numbers each subject
will use in number identification.

The numb e rs in the first decade

ar e the most of t en and most correctly used ones by this age group .
The familiarity with the smaller numbers and their correct us e in
counting make them more meaningful and more useful to thi s gr oup than
t een numbers.

Three-yea r-old boys
The three-year-old boys as a gr oup count ed from l t o 28.

There

was 1 individual chi ld who counted correctly from 1 t o 28 and then quit;
he a lso wa s ab l e to correctly l abel each of the ta sks on the number
identification test.

As Ta bl e 18 indicates there were 4 subjects

who were a b l e to co unt in c orr ec t sequence from 1 to 5 .

In the

second interval of 5 one of these 4 subjects counted on l y t o 9 and was
eliminated from the other 3 who count ed t o at least 10.

One child
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Table 18 .

Indiv idual analysis o f counting ability of thr ee - year- old
boys (N = 8)

Sex - Age

Recorded coun ting t o termin ati on

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

1 t o 28
3, 1, 2, 3, 4, 4, 3
3, 4, 6, 7' 8, 9, 10
Ref used
1 t o 10
1 t o 13
3, 4, 5, 6, 17, 13, 18
1 to 9

3-8
3-8
3-8
3-8
3 -8
3-8
3-8
3-8

co ntinued on the 13 and l to 28.

In this group there was 1 subject

who r efus e d to count; in response to the question:

he r e plied, "No."

Do you like t o count?

The remaining 3 subjects of this group all began

count ing with "3" and did not beg in with the usual "1."

On e of these

did mention "1" and "2" later in his counting but the ot her 2 neve r
mentioned the m at all.

were twins.

Two of thes e subjects who began counting on "3"

Th e y very randomly said some numbers and other times they

were able t o place them in correct counting sequence .

The one twin

corr ect l y counted "1, 2, 3, 4," after beginning with 3, and the o ther

twin corr ec tly counted, "6, 7, 8, 9, 10," after beginning with "3, 4."

Between the 2 of them they correctly counted from 1 to 10 with the
excep tion of ne ver including "5. 11

The o ther subject who began counting

on " 3" counted correctly to 6 (3, 4, 5, 6) then began his assignment
of l a rge teen numbers.

He used these a great deal in his numb er id e nti-

fic a tion t asks.

Tabl e 19 indicates the number and perce nt of subjects who c orre c tly
counted the indicated interval.

If the child counted from 1 thr ough
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Table 19.

Counting length and correctness of sequence of thr ee - year old boys (N = 8)
Number correctly
completing interval

Inte rval
t o 5 correct sequence
to 10 correct sequence
t o 15 correct sequence

Beyond 15 correc t sequence

Perc ent correctly
completing interval
50
37
12
12

4
3
1
1

and including 5 he was counted as correctly completing the interval.
There were 4 of the subjects (50 percent) who counted correctly t o 5.
One subject counted correctly beyond 15 to 28.

The subject counting

t o 13 correctly was the only other child wh o counted correctly beyond 10.
In their responses to the number identification ta sks this group
responded with the numbers 1 through 10 plus 13, 16, 17, and 19.

These

t een responses came from a few individual children, especially 1.

Fo ur-year-old girls
This group had a wide range of counting abilities.

One child who was

four-yea rs four -mon ths in age counted correctly t o 3 1 and then stopped
while another chi ld (four-years six - months) counted from 1 to 7 and stopped.
In comparing the numbers correctly used in counting and the numbers which
this group used in their number identification responses the aut hor found

that there seemed to be a good understanding of the first 3 counting numbers both in their placement in counting and their assignment to correct

numbers of objects.

As Table 20 indicates this group all began counting

correct l y at 1 and con tinu ed t o 5 in correct sequence.

In th eir number iden-

tifica tion tasks they did not incorrectly label any of the tasks with "1"
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Table 20 .

Individual analysis of counting a bility of fou r- year- o ld
gi rls (N = 11)
Recorded counting t o terminati on

Sex-Age
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

4-4
4-4
4- 4
4-4
4- 5
4- 6
4- 6
4-6
4-6
4-8
4- 8

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

12
10
31
11
14
7
14
10
20
15
16

the n 14
then 13 to 22
then 21' 22, 23
then 8, 20, 26
th en 19
then 20 to 29

or " 2" and 1 child did incorrectly label 2 of the tasks with "3."
The s ubject who stopped co unting at 7 was a child who used only 4, 5,
6, and 7 in he r number identification tasks .

She did not count t o 8

and she was not able to corr ec tly identify the 8 blocks; she labeled
th em as '' 7 . 11

Ninety percent of the gr o up then went on to count correctly

to a t least 10 as Table 21 indic a tes .

Two of the subjects in this group

wer e ab l e to count in correct sequence in the 20's; 1 count e d t o 31,
anothe r to 29, and there were als o 2 who counted 3 correct numbe rs in

seque nce in the beginning of the 20's.

As was anticipa t ed the most

difficult area, or t he area where more quit or made errors , was in the

second dec ad e or the teens.

There were 4 subjects who counted correctly

t o 15 and onl y 3 of them were able to continue on correctly beyond this
number .

The ran ge of numbers used in th e numbe r identification tasks was

fr om 3 t o 15.
from

The incorrect use of the teen numbe rs i n the tasks were

chi ld in particular who used the numbers 10 through 14 and another
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Tabl e 2 1.

Counting length and correctness of sequence of four-yearold gi rls (N = 11)

Interval

Number correctly

Percent correctly

completing int erval

completing interval

11
10
4
3

100

to 5 correct sequence
to 10 correct sequence
to 15 correct sequence

Beyond 15 correct sequence

90
36
27

child who labeled the blocks rand omly using 11, 12, and 15.

The majority

of the group counted and labeled with first decade numbers .

Four- year - old boys
There were n o four-year - old boys who were unable to count correctly
the f irst 4 numbers of the counting sequence.

these subjects did not count too far .

However, as a group

As Table 22 indicates there were

5 of them who did not count correctly to 10, but there were also 3
who counted beyond 15 in correct sequence.
to count .

One of the boys refused

This was t he only child who held up fingers in response to

some of the number identification tasks .
count he replied, "Yes, but I can't.
starting to learn 6 .

11

When asked if he liked to

I haven't lear ned yet, but I'm

His response when asked to count was, "I can't ."

He did res pond correc tl y to 4 of the number identifica tion tasks .
Three of the subjects eliminated 1 or 2 numbers as they counted;
these were in one spot bu t the child did not stop bu t rather he went on
counting as if that were the way it went.

They were a ble to count much

farther than the interval of correct counting for which they are given
credit in Table 23.

One went on to count to 10 while the othe r

went beyond 15 after their omissions.

There were 77 percent of the
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Table 22.

Individual analysis of counting ability of four - year - old
boys (N = 9)

Recorded counting to termination

Sex-Age
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

4-4
4-4
4-5
4-5
4-6
4-6
4-6
4-7
4-8

Table 23.

1 to 20
1 to 16 then 18 t o 20
Refused
1 to 9
1 to 5
1 t o 4 then 7, 8, 9, 10
1 to 6 then 9 to 16
1 to 6 then 11
1 to 36

Counting length and correctness of sequence of four-year-old
boys (N = 9)

Interval

Number correct l y
comp l eting interval

to 5 correct sequence
to 10 correct sequence
to 15 correct sequenc e

Beyond 15 correct sequence

Percent correctly
completing interval

7

77

3
3
3

33
33
33

subjects in this group who were able t o count correc tly to 5.

Included

in those who were not able to do this was the subject who refused to
count and 1 child who e liminat ed 5 and 6 in his counting to 10.

There

wer e 3 or one-third of the group who were able to count in correct

sequence beyond 5 all the way to 10.
to count beyond 15 correctly;

These same subjects were all able

of them counted t o 36 and then s t opped

whil e the other 2 counted t o 16 and 20.
In comparing the responses made by this group on the number identificati on tasks and their counting length the author found them having
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some understanding o f the amount of teen numbers.

Thi s was conclud ed

from the fac t that there were 2 t ee n numbers us ed in th e numb e r identification t asks, 18 and 19, and both wer e us ed by boys on tas ks inv o lving 7 and 8 blocks.
th e ir responses.

Thes e boys had a tendency to use l arger numbers in

Large counting numbers were us ed in counting most of the

time and the smaller more correct numbers were used on the tasks.

Res po nses to:

Do You Like to Count?

The counting exercise and questions r egarding counting were near

the end of th e t e sting session for the purpose of not alerting the
s ubj ects to counting t o discover how many .

One of th e objectives was

t o see how many of the preschool children of this sample would count to
find out the number of blocks on eac h task.

These questions were then

asked af t e r many of them had been involved in counting.
influenced their answers when asked:

This may have

Do you like to count?

As Table 24 indicates there were 6 subjects who stated that they
did not like t o count.

This was 15 percent of the sample .

Of these 6

nega t ive r espons es 4 of them came from the four - year -old girls.

Most

of these same girls had high sc ores on numbe r identification tasks and
th e ir r e sponse to this question was, "No, not very much."

Wh en asked

the que stion concerned with what they count ed, these same girls usually
respond ed with, "Nothing."

negative toward counting .

There was

thr ee - year-old boy who was

He said that he did not like to count, he

refus ed to c ount when asked to count for the r esearc her, and he cor-

rectly l abe l ed 6 of the 8 numbe r identification tasks.

He did not

count verb a lly and his responses we re usually only verbal; sometimes
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Tab l e 24.

Total number of responses t o the question:
count ? (N = 40)

Do you like to

Yes

Age - Sex group

No

Three-year-olds
12)
Girl s (N
Boys
(N = 8)

11
7

Four - year - olds
11)
Girls (N
Boys
( N = 9)

7
9

4
0

34

6

To tal

he would touch the blocks before he respond ed.

The three- year - old

gir l who did not like t o count sang the numbers when she was asked t o
count for the researcher; she sang the numb ers correctly t o 7 th en she
r espo nd ed with "4."

Sh e said that she did no t count anything at home

or sc hool , but she was able t o c orrectly r espond to half of the number
identification tasks.

Th ere were no four-year - old boys r esponding

nega tive l y t o this question.
Res ponses t o:

How Did You Le arn t o Count?

It is a l ways fascinating to ask childr en t o explain how things
happ ened to be or how th ey came about.

Very of t e n their responses are

matt er-of-f actly s tated as to have just come about .

The most frequent

response t hat was given by these children when asked:
to count? wa s:

teached myself."

"I just knowed," or

11

1 just started ,

11

How did you l ea rn
or eve n, "I

When they did give cr edit to someone else f or he lping

them the response was usually, "I just l earn ed from Mom (or whoe v e r it

might be)."

The child appears to f ee l that he has a very active rol e
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in this learning which is taking place so rapidly.

Table 25 indicates

the breakdown and number of responses to the above question.
The next most frequent response following the self is "my mommy 11
or "Mom" or "Mother."

fema le parent.

One-fourth of the responses gave credit to the

Six boys responded with this answer as did 4 three-year-

old girls, but no four-year - old girls responded with this answer.

Five

of the four-year-old girls took the credit themselves and the remaining
6 each had different individual responses.
responded this way:

Three-year-old girls

one-third felt they taught themselves or just

learned, one-third said their mother's taught them, and the other third
had individual responses.

Thirty-nine percent of the girls felt that

they just knew or learned by themselves but only 17 percent of the boys
r es ponded this way.

Thirty - five percent of the boys felt that they had

l earned to count from their mother's help, but only 17 percent of the
girls responded this way.

Tabl e 25.

The responses of these 2 sex groups are almost

Responses to the question:

Response

Self (taught self,
just started)
Mother
Father
Mot her and Father
Siblings
Other relatives
Name (no expl ana tion)
Teacher
Record
I don't know

How did you learn to count?

Gir l s
Three
Four

Boys
Three
Four

years

years

years

years

Total number
of responses

4
4
0
l
l
0
l
0
0
l

5
0
l
l
l
0
0
l
l

0
0
l
3
0
l
0
l

2
5
0
l
0
0
0
0
0
l

12
10
l
3
3
3
l
2
l
4
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exactly opposite.

There was on ly l four - year - old girl who responded

with "from my daddy;" no other subject indicated that their father had
taught them.

Three children felt that both of their parents had taught

them; there were also 6 who considered their siblings or other rela-

tives to have taught them.

One four-year-old girl and l three-year-old

boy said that a teacher had helped them learn t o count.

Another child

provided an individual response when she indicated that she had learned
to count from a record.

Four children, 1 from each age-sex group,

responded with, "I don't know . "

It was very meaningful to look at the sex differences which appeared
in the types of responses most frequently given by these preschool
children.

Opposite situations or attitudes seem to be pres ent in the

minds of the boys and the girls as to the origin of their number learning.

Responses to:

What Can You Count

at Home or School?

The author was interested in discovering what meaning or use the

verbal labels of numbers had to preschool children.
this question:

They were asked

What can you count at home or school?

The responses

they gave are listed in Table 26 in the order of their frequency of
occurrence .

It was not surprising to the author to have a number of responses
of "blocks" because this is what they had just previously been counting
on the number identification part of the test

se~ssion.

Many of the

children hesitated and thought before they responded to this question.
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Table 26 .

What can you count

Total number of responses to question:
at home or school?

Response
Blocks
Peop le
Toys
Numbers
Books, paper

Girls' resE:onses
Four
Three
years
years

2
1

Games

0
0
0

Animals
Money
Clot hing
Misce llan eous
Nothing

0
1
5

l

Boys ' res2onses
Four
Three
years
years

2
l

1
0

2
1

0
0
1
1
0
0
1

2

0

2
0
1
0
0
0

l
2

2
5

l
1

0
0
0
0
2

4

Total number
of responses
7
4
3
3
3
2
l
1
l
6
15

Actua ll y the highest number of responses was "nothing;" there we r e 15

respondents with this reply (37 percent).

Thi s was not listed at the

top because this told little of what they count ; it was a nega tive
response in that they did not ind icate that th ey coun t ed things.

The

group l a be l ed as miscellaneous had one r esponse for each of the follow ing:

puzzles, chairs, building logs , cans, whea t (th is was in the tr oug h

in the room where this subject had been playing), and valentines (the
test date for this child was February 19).

These miscel l aneous responses

were very interesting and provided a more i nsight f ul l ook i nt o what a
preschoo l child f ind s t o count .

The whea t that the child had been

previously playing wi t h, the valentines from the recent holiday , chairs
for everyone, and bui l ding logs were probably mentioned because the
chi ld had had a r ecent experience of coun ting them .
came more from four-year - old s than three - year - olds .

These responses
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Res ponse s, categorized as people, included parents, siblings,
babies , friends , an d just names which were not exp lained.
dolls, and
o ld s .

11

Toys included

t oys "; all of the r es pons es of toys came from thr ee - year-

Three boys responded with "numbe rs" t o this qu es ti on and 1 began

to co unt for the researcher; there were no girls respondin g with thi s .
Girls r esponded wi th:

"animals," "money, " and "clothes " and there

were none of these resp onses fr om the boys.

On the resp onse of

"no thing" there were twice as many g irls as boy s responding with this.

Five three - year - old girls , 5 four - year - old girls , 1 three- year - o ld boy
and 4 three - year - old boys responded with "no thing ."

Ten of the 23

gir l s in the s ampl e respond ed with this same answer.
The responses to this question varied a great deal and point ed up
th e individual differences of these s ubj e cts.
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SUMMARY
The c urrent emphasis where children are concerned is on intellectual or cognitive development .

There is a push for more preschool

programs both for the disadvantaged and for the more affluent children
of America.

Parents and teachers have been made aware of the great

potential which lies within the mind of the preschool child.

However,

this potential has been there all along, but not until recently has
the re be e n much concern for developing it.

A few cognitive psychologists

brought it t o the attention of the adults and now ther e is a desire to
do something about the preschool years .
Ther e are preschool programs of every kind presently in operation
and the future points to more and more of them.

This is all we ll and

good becaus e preschool education can serve th e nation in a very unique

and meaningful way; however, all of the preschool programs are not

designed with the child's intellectual well-being in mind.

If there

is going to be an incr ease in the number of preschools and also an

incre as e in the percent of the under-five populations who attend them,

we need to be sure that they are worthwhile and educationally sound .
At the pr esent time there is quit e a bit of information r egarding intel l ectual deve lopment in the young child , but much of this is of one type.
It has happened, just as it often does when the population learns of
a new or differen t idea which points toward improvement, that it decides
to abandon the older mor e traditional ways of doing things .
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A specific ex ample of what has just bee n indicated is in regards
to coun ting.

The cognitive psychologists have let thems e l ves be heard

regarding the smal l amount of value they plac e in the rot e counting
abilitie s of pr es choolers.
th e term of

11

With the new theories and research has come

conservation 11 which refers t o a logical ability that does

not develop in the mind of the child until he is about seven or eight
years of age .

Th is ability to conse rve is t o r e alize that when the

form of some objec t or objects is changed that the amounts or physical
pr ope rti es of the objects r emain unchanged.

This new ide a is r eplacing

the o ld-fashioned notion of counting as being the indicator of number
understanding .
It is important that we do have researchers who constantly strive

to disc ove r new fac ts about human functioning, but it is the author's

belief that these time-test ed practices stil l have a pla ce of importance
and value in the life of the youn g child .
The purpose of this research was t o exp l ore number identification

and counting abilit ies of pr es choo l children.

It was hoped that there

may be indications from some of the a pplica ti ons and questi ons which th e

children a nswered that wou l d give some insight into what they think or
know about counting and working with numbers.

For t y children were

involv ed in the research proj ect which was carried out at Ut ah State
Univ e rsit y in the Child Deve lopme nt Laboratories.

The researcher looked

a t the abi lit y to rote count and the ability t o apply these counting or
numbe r name s to objec ts in the process of enumeration.

The researcher

was int e r es t ed in trying to disc over if th ey were me r ely verbal labe l s
that c hildren used unknowingl y, or i f there was some spark of under standing in the chi ldren who used them .

Therefore one of the objec t ives
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o f this research was t o look at what rote counting and labeling meant

t o these young children.

The second obj ec tive was geared more t o dis-

covering something about how best to t each number concepts.

This was

through the use of cubes in two differ e nt colors in an attempt t o see
if the introduction of a second concept increased the complexity of the
task to a point where one concept interferr ed with focusing on th e other.
Thi s was felt to be important as many preschool programs are not simplified enough or focused on one concept at a time .

It is not enough

to talk "down" or in a very simp li fied manner to these childr e n in order
to communicat e, nor is it desired .

The simplifica tion is felt to be

most effective i f the child is presented with one idea at a time and
th en given time to discuss this with another person so as to clear up
misconcepts and to strengthen others .

However, some concepts are not

so influential as to distract or interfer with normal learning.

The author discovered that the ability of the preschoo l child t o
use numbers increased with the child ' s age.

Three - year - olds can benefit

from work with verba l number labels and identification or matching

t asks; the four-year-old child has an increased ability to dea l with
the s e o perations and thus his benefits can be greater in his own way.

There a r e still large benefits in s t ore for the younger child, but they
are of a different typ e .

Children usually like to count at thi s ag e

as they are rapid l y increasing their vocabularies and speaking abilities.
If the adults working with these children wil l stop and take the clues
that children are giving them they will possibly reconsider oversh ad owing counting with conservation.

They both have a role and the researcher

feels that th e children of this sample did show an int er est in and an
abili t y t o use numbers in a meaningful way for their present stage of
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development.

Conservati on was not considered in this r esearch as the

project focused on counting and nume rating ability.
In comparing the thr ee - year - o ld and the four - year- o ld age gr oups,
the author found that the older gr oup did perform be tt er on th e number
i dent i fication tasks as was expect ed.

There was an une xpec t ed finding

which involved a combination of age and s ex differences.

It was found

in this stud y that the girls of the thr ee - year- old age group did respond
be tter or more correctly to number iden tifica ti on tasks than did the
boys of the s a me age gro up.

However, in th e four -year - old age group the

oppo site trend occurred, a nd the boys did be tte r in i de nti fy ing correctly
the number of c ube s than did the girls of the s ame age.

There was a

much gr eater inc r e ase in the perc en t of correct respons es for th e boys

than was fo und fo r the girls.

The increa se fo und in the group of g irls

f r om a ge three years t o age four years was f r om a cor r ect r es pons e rat e

of 38 percent to 42 percent.

The thr ee - year- o ld boys had a correct

r es ponse rate of 32 perce nt and th e fo ur- year-old boys had a much hi ghe r
rat e at 48 percen t .

It i s th e author's feelings that the g irls have a

g r ea t er verbal facility with numbe rs earli er than do th e boys .

Their

int e r es t in and ski lls with numbers may als o e merge earlie r ; however,

th e skills boys show seem t o be greater even th ough they emerge slightly
later than they do in girls .

The skills of the boys als o appeared to

be much mor e orien ted to finding meaning in number which contrasted

with the more adept facility of th e girls to count and verbalize number
names.

Ther e fore, the author feels that in pr e school childre n the boy s

fin d gr e at e r meaning in numbers, and the girls have greater l anguage

facilit y but not as much meaning of numbers.
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Th e auth o r found that the introduction of the second concept of
colors pr oduced very few comments fr om the group; however, it did have a

subtle e f f ec t on the ability of these children to label the larger
numbe r s correctly when the blocks of two colors were present.

It was

very bene f icial to bec ome aware of the fact that color ha s peaks of
in f luenc e in the lives of the child.

There were some of the older

c hildren who probably recognized that the blocks were different
co lor s , but th ey were able to keep in mind the fact that they were not
concerned at the time with naming the colors, but rather thei r concerns
we re with naming the numbe rs of objects.

However, in dealing wi th th e

younger age children of three years there was a tendency for them to
be distracted by the new variable of co l or ; their concentration on
numb e r was l essened as they were unable t o focus as directly on one

variable at age three as compared to children at age four years .
Th e r e for e , it is the author ' s feeling that children l earn concepts
bes t when there is only one presented at a time, especially when they
ar e younge r.

The findings of this particular study indicate that more

l earning is able to occur when teaching or experiences are focused on

one specific aspect of an object .

Conclusions

It is not feas ibl e nor is it logical to draw a great number of
conclusions from research done with a small sample such as this.

There

has been research indicating that colors are influential and ther e is
research indicating that at other times it has little bearing on the
sub j ect's performance.

The tentative conclusions which the author
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drew from this study t end t o suppor t th ose of Brian and Goodenough
(1929) in that colors influence different ages of children i n different
ways, and that the effec ts of the color concep t may be very subtle and
often go unnoticed if the c hild does not verba lize concerning them.
Color t end s to be a distracti on fo r the younger ch ild , as it add
comp l exi t y for which the child is not yet pr epared.
The r e was a vast differ e nce found in the counting and numbe r

identification abilities of these chi ldren; although the r e was a slight
tr e nd for the o ld e r children t o perform better there were many individuals in al l four groups who cou ld correctly label all or not any of
the ta s ks presented.

This s eemed t o the author t o be an indicati on of

pa st e xpe ri e nce differences with co unting a nd labeling of obj ec ts rather
than a dev e lopmental factor.

The sex of the child had an ef f e ct which

de pended on the age of the child .
to number re c ognition and counting.

Boys and gir l s respond ed diff e r e ntly
Boys seem to find me aning in numbe r

at an e arli er age than do th e gir l s; howe ve r, the girls can count, by
rote, more acc urate ly than do boys .

Age did have a s li ght influ enc e ,

but it wa s no grea t e r than one wou l d ex pec t t o find invo lving any
specific concep t devel o pme nt involving an a ge difference of o ne year
or mo r e .

The basic responses of th e subjec ts on number identi fica tion tasks
were "4" and "5 . 11

Thes e respo nses invo lve numbers which appear t o

have more mea ning t o the children of the age group inv o l ved in this
study.

There i s a need to explore these t ypes of learning experiences

more beca us e if preschool programs are set up extensivel y in the future,

they will be dealing with thi s type of concept teaching as th ese are
the basic foundational concepts for later inte ll ectual growth.
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Suggestions for Furthe r Research and Study
Some of the suggest i ons for furthe r research that the a uthor can
make ar e :

l.

A comparison of the coun t ing and number identification skills

of this group or a similar on e t o children labeled as disadvanta ged.
I t would be in t eres ting t o not e if the r e was or was not a difference
in the counting abilities of these two grou ps on the numbers from one
thro ug h ten as we l l as those higher ones.

The uses made of counting

and their feelings about counting would be most interesting t o compar e .
2.

A study involving bl ocks that were not fastened t o the bas e

but rather loose bl ock s which the c hildr en could manipulat e as they
we r e placed on the table befo r e them.

It would be fascinating t o

note how they counted when th ey were able to manipulat e th e blocks and
if th e y were ab l e to then es t ab li sh one-to-one correspond ence relationsh ip s if the blocks we r e no t pl ac ed in a s tr aight line .

What

wou ld be t he different counting s t rategie s of the various age-sex
grou ps ?

Wou ld the re be small class gr oupings d one by some of the

olde r childr e n?
3.

A compar i son of the abi lities of th e c hildren in being re-

que sted to give a specified number of obj ec t s t o the experimenter as
opposed t o being g iven a numb er of obj ec ts and then being asked, "How
many ?"

4.

A comparison of a random arrangement of the colored blocks on

th e col or varia bl e.

That is , pr ov ide more than one new color on the

sec ond ta sk and place the colored bl ocks randomly rather than by group ing the two color s o f blocks together.
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5.

Comparisons invo l ving fo rm , size, o r some other variable

with the number being predominant to assess what role these a ttribut es

pl ay in comparison to that pl ayed by co l or.
6.

A comparison of the diff e renc e s in boys and girls a ppra isals

of th e relat i ve influence of eac h of th e ir parents as sources of

knowledge or l e arning .
The s e t ypes of studies plus many more would bring t o mind th e most
relevant variab l es wh i ch interfere with t eac hing th e concept of number .
The y wo uld he lp prospective and pres en t teachers focus on wha t thin gs
they are do ing t o c onfuse th eir pupils or t o pr ov ide the best possible
learning e nvironmen ts for th em in the presch oo l's o f t omorr ow .
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